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Abstract
The Hebron fault scarp in southern Namibia is 45 km in length with an average
height of 5.5 m and a maximum height of 8.9 m. Namibia is a Stable Continental
Region (SCR) — a slowly deforming area within a continental plate. The country
also has little recorded seismicity with the largest earthquake on the International
Seismological Center (ISC) catalogue being MW 5.4. If the Hebron fault scarp was
formed in a single event, this would represent a MW 7.3 earthquake. SCRs do oc-
casionally experience large earthquakes, however, the recurrence intervals between
these events is much larger than in rapidly deforming areas. Consequently, studying
palaeo-earthquakes allows the record of seismicity to be extended and the character-
istics of SCR events to be better understood. These studies may help refine the Mmax
estimates required for seismic hazard assessment. Previous work on Hebron has been
limited to field descriptions and theodolite survey scarp heights. Furthermore, there
have been several interpretations of the fault mechanism and number of rupture
events. This study produces a high-resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) via
stereophotogrammetry using pan-sharpened Worldview-3 satellite imagery (0.31 m
resolution). The DEM was used for several geomorphological analyses. These in-
cluded measuring the scarp height at 160 locations along its length, measuring river
channel displacements and identifying knickpoints along river profiles. Results in-
dicate that the scarp formed from a normal, dip-slip fault that ruptured in a single
event. This scenario would imply a high slip-to-length ratio. A comparison of other
SCR fault scarps in the literature was made which shows that Hebrons’ slip-to-length
ratio falls within the values found on other SCR faults. This study also discusses
the implications of results for seismic hazard assessment in the region. Due a poor
seismic record, probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) will calculate a low
seismic risk for Namibia. As large earthquakes can occur in SCRs, deterministic
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Tectonic geomorphology is the study of how the shape of the landscape is affected by
tectonic processes. In regions of dip-slip faulting, tectonic movements usually work
to increase relief, building topography, while surface processes such as weathering
and erosion wear down the landscape (Burbank and Anderson, 2012). This can
occur on several scales, both spatially and temporally. At the global scale, collision
of tectonic plates build mountain ranges over millions of years. Conversely, a several-
meter-high fault scarp may be formed as the result of a single earthquake in under a
minute. New methods allow landscapes to be quantitatively studied. For example,
sub-meter-scale DEMs allow fault scarps to be measured in greater detail than ever
before (Bi et al., 2018). In addition, modern geodetic instruments can measure
position to within a millimeter (Burbank and Anderson, 2012).
1.1.1 Increasing the seismic record
Earthquakes pose a significant risk to people and it is because of this that large
earthquakes have been documented for a considerable portion of human history.
The first seismograph, a device used to determine which direction seismic waves
originated from, was made in China as early as 132 A.D.. The first compilation of
earthquakes, analogous to modern day earthquake catalogs, was created circa 887
AD in Japan (Matsu’ura, 2017). The bulk of these records contain only descriptions
of the damage caused. This description of damage led to the formation of the Rossi-
Forel and ultimately the Mercalli scales (Wood and Neumann, 1931). However, the
length of such historical catalogues varies considerably according to geographical
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location. Highly populated areas with large amounts of seismicity, such as Japan,
are the best documented while areas with lower populations or seismicity may have
sparsely populated or even empty records. Namibia is one such place, with no
systematic historical catalogue. Today, there are several compilations of earthquakes
from different sources around the globe. Most of these began in the middle of
the twentieth century. The International Seismological Center (ISC) has a record
of earthquakes from 1964 until the present day International Seismological Centre
(2016). These instrumental records provide much more detail into the characteristics
of individual earthquakes, with information about earthquake parameters such as
the depth of rupture and magnitude. Instrumental catalogs only cover about 50
years of global seismicity.
By studying and measuring the height and length of fault scarps in the landscape,
looking for evidence of the size and number of ruptures that formed the fault scarp,
the size of the events can be estimated. This is done according to the equation:
M0 = µWLs (1.1)
where µ is the shear modulus, W and L are the width and length of the rupture
area and s is the average slip on that area. If a fault has ruptured to the surface,
the slip can be estimated from both the height of the fault scarp as well as the
displacement of features horizontally. The width can be calculated by making use of
the seismic thickness in the area and an approximate value for the dip of the fault.
This is particularly useful to investigate earthquakes for which we do not have an
instrumental record (Abdrakhmatov et al., 2016; Bi et al., 2018). Studies of tectonic
geomorphology can also investigate the timing of pre-historic earthquakes making
use of the history of slip on a particular fault, thus increasing the record of seismicity
in the area and constraining the recurrence rate of that fault (Ainscoe et al., 2019;
Talebian et al., 2016). The ability to construct large-scale, high-resolution DEMs
allows fault scarps to be measured in much greater detail than before. These types
of studies also allow the seismic record to be extended to beyond the last 50 years
for which we have an instrumental record, as well as beyond the last few hundred
years of the historical record.
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This is particularly useful in Stable Continental Regions (SCRs) as the faults in
these areas tend to have recurrence intervals for large earthquakes of thousands to
tens of thousands of years (Calais et al., 2016). Thus the instrumental record only
covers a fraction of a single fault’s recurrence period, as such, the maximum mag-
nitude event predicted from the instrumental catalog would likely be significantly
smaller than the largest possible earthquake that the region could produce.
1.1.2 DEMs in tectonic geomorphology
Satellite Photogrammetry
Satellite photogrammetry is well suited for studying large earthquake scarps. This
is because of the scale of the areas of interest. Large faults can extend from 50
km to over 100 km (Abdrakhmatov et al., 2016). A single pass by a satellite can
collect over 3000 km2 of stereoscopic imagery. Thus data acquisition of large areas
is highly efficient and, given the ability of a satellite to return to the same location
in under a week and more recently a single day (Appendix A). There are several
commercially available satellites that all can provide sub-meter resolution imagery
(Tsanis et al., 2014). Ainscoe et al. (2019) used Pleiades imagery to map and
measure the Suusamyr Fault in the Kyrgz Tien Shan in order to reconstruct the
Holocene earthquake record and rupture behavior on the fault. Similarly, Bi et al.
(2018) used GeoEye-1 imagery to produce a DEM in order to measure the height
and provide insight into the recurrence rate of the South Heli Shan Fault in north
eastern Tibet.
The launch of several satellites that are capable of capturing very high resolution
(VHR), sub-meter pixel size imagery (Tsanis et al., 2014), has enabled the produc-
tion of high-resolution DEMs on a regional scale. The first of these satellites was
IKONOS which launched in 1999 with a panchromatic resolution of 0.82 m at nadir
(Hashim and Deilami, 2011). There are now a range of other commercially available
VHR satellites, including but not limited to: Quickbird, GeoEye-1, Worldview-3
and Worldview-4 (Bi et al., 2018). There is a large market for stereoscopic satellite
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imagery which is now being used to produce DEMs and update maps (Hashim and
Deilami, 2011). The quality of the DEMs produced increases with the resolution of
the imagery. WorldView-3 was launched in late 2014, making it one of the more
recent VHR satellites, with a panchromatic resolution of 0.31 m (Barazzetti et al.,
2016).
Other methods of obtaining topography
Another commonly used method for digital topography is Light Detection and Rang-
ing (LiDAR). LiDAR instruments send out a pulse of light using a laser, the time
for the light to reach the target and return is measured. The travel time is then used
to calculate the distance from the instrument to the object (Dubayah and Drake,
2000). This method can be done in a fixed place (terrestrial) or with the instrument
mounted onto a plane or UAV (airborne). Airborne LiDAR surveys can produce
point-clouds of >10 points per square meter (Johnson et al., 2014). However, there
are significant expenses associated with LiDAR surveys . In particular, airborne
surveys can cost several thousands of dollars per square kilometer (Johnson et al.,
2014; Dubayah and Drake, 2000). An advantage offered by LiDAR is the ability to
classify the returns of the laser pulse (Baltsavias, 1999). This allows for the identi-
fication of man-made features and vegetation. Furthermore, these features can be
removed from the DEM such that the final DEM corresponds to only the surface of
the ground as if the vegetation had been removed (Baltsavias, 1999). This function
has led to LiDAR surveys being used in forestry applications, measuring the volume
of the canopy as well as the biomass above the ground (Dubayah and Drake, 2000).
LiDAR acquisitions are thus useful when studying faults in areas where vegetation
may obscure parts of the fault scarp.
Digital cameras attached to UAVs such as drones and balloons have also been
used to collect imagery for smaller scale DEMs (Johnson et al., 2014). In general,
these photogrammetric techniques are significantly cheaper than LiDAR and can be
scaled up to regional studies with significantly less cost. Furthermore, the quality
and resolution of the DEMs obtained are on-par with those produced using LiDAR
(Westoby et al., 2012). However, these techniques are not able to automatically
4
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Figure 1.1: Global map of earthquakes of MW > 6 between 1900 and 2016 from the
ISC (International Seismological Centre, 2016). Note that the majority of global
seismicity occurs near the tectonic plate boundaries (red lines). Red stars mark
stable continental region earthquakes (Calais et al., 2016). The location of Hebron
has been marked with a yellow circle.
classify and remove the vegetation on top of the ground surface like LiDAR.
1.2 Stable Continental Regions
The majority of seismic activity occurs at the boundaries of tectonic plates (Fig.
1.1). The earthquakes that occur in these areas are referred to as inter-plate earth-
quakes. However, earthquakes also occur within tectonic plates, these are referred
to as intra-plate events. Inter-plate events occur more frequently and thus have been
the focus of most research. Intra-plate events, while less frequent, can still repre-
sent large earthquakes which pose a direct risk to billions of people, particularly in
densely populated countries, such as China and India.
The precise definition of an intra-plate event is somewhat debateable. There is a
continuum between areas where a single fault system takes up virtually all the plate
motion, as might be seen in a subduction zone, through to regions where relative
plate motion is taken up by a number of faults over a broad area, as is often seen
in many continental collision zones (Johnston and Kanter, 1990). Then there are
the interiors of continental tectonic plates which experience very low strain rates,
less than 10−9, as a result of stress transmitted from plate boundaries (Johnston
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and Kanter, 1990). These areas have been termed SCRs (Calais et al., 2016; Clark
et al., 2012; Johnston and Kanter, 1990). Despite their low strain rates, large and
potentially damaging earthquakes have been known to occur in SCRs. The 2001
Bhuj earthquake is one such example, a Mw 7.7 quake that killed 20 000 people,
displaced 600 000 and caused 4 billion dollars in damages (Maurer and Oblitas,
2001; Singh et al., 2002).
The typical earthquake model involves elastic strain accumulating across the
fault plane until the frictional stresses on the fault are overcome and the fault rup-
tures, causing an earthquake (Brace and Byerlee, 1966). The time that it takes for
sufficient elastic strain to accumulate, and thus the time between earthquakes on
that fault, is called the recurrence interval (Molnar, 1979). As such, this can be
used to estimate when the next earthquake on a particular fault can be expected
(although repeat time can vary significantly between successive events on the same
fault segment). In rapidly deforming areas such as Japan, the recurrence intervals
between large earthquakes are relatively well known, due to good instrumentation
as well as a record that covers several of these cycles (Molnar, 1979). In the case
of SCRs, the very slow strain accumulation rates mean that the recurrence period
between large earthquakes is much longer than for inter-plate events, ranging from
thousands to tens of thousands of years (Calais et al., 2016; Molnar, 1979). Further-
more, the seismic record for the area may only be on the order of a hundred years,
meaning that the recurrence period of faults in the region may not be discernible
from the record. Thus studying ancient fault scarps, such as Hebron, can be used to
extend the seismic record in the area and determine the recurrence period of large
earthquakes in order for better seismic hazard assessment.
1.3 The Hebron fault
The Hebron fault is marked by a 45 km long fault scarp, located SE of the small
Namibian town of Sesriem. This is located centrally on the African tectonic plate in
a region with very low strain rates with an upper bound on horizontal strain of 0.6
- 1 mm/yr determined by Saria et al. (2013). Thus Hebron, as well as Namibia and
6
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Figure 1.2: Seismicity in Namibia, the red circles represent earthquakes in Namibia
from 1964 until present with known magnitudes and the diamonds are earthquakes
without magnitudes (International Seismological Centre, 2016; Manzunzu et al.,
2019). The dashed lines are lineaments and structures as per Andreoli et al. (1996).
The Hebron fault is located along the lineament to the SE of the town of Sesriem.
The empty circles represent southern African earthquakes outside of Namibia (In-
ternational Seismological Centre, 2016). Note, the apparent increase in seismicity
across the border may in part be due to better instrumentation (and a lower com-
pleteness threshold) in South Africa.
much of southern Africa, falls within a SCR (Manzunzu et al., 2019). The fault scarp
trends NW-SE with heights reaching up to 8.9 m. The scarp runs parallel to the
Great Escarpment as well as the coastline. This is in-line with structural lineaments
mapped by Andreoli et al. (1996) that run through structures along the same trend
(Fig. 1.2). In particular the Dreylingen fault is a 100 km fault located with the
same strike to the SW of Hebron (Viola et al., 2005) and comprising the rest of the
7
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Figure 1.3: Map of the Hebron Fault, dashed lines are lineaments as mapped by
(Andreoli et al., 1996). The fault is highlighted in red, is comprised of three segments
with right-stepping geometry (Viola et al., 2005) and runs parallel to one of those
lineaments.
Kuiseb-Hebron fault structure as described by Andreoli et al. (1996). North east of
Sesriem, another fault has been mapped, the Elim Fault. However, our fieldwork
suggests that Elim is a hydrological feature with no fault scarp. If the Hebron fault
was formed during a single rupture, then it would represent an earthquake of Mw
>7, this is significantly larger than the largest event on the instrumental record for
Namibia of Mw 5.6. Constraining the maximum magnitude an area can experience
is an important input for seismic hazard analysis. A difference of more than an
order of magnitude would greatly affect any hazard map that may be produced.
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1.3.1 Geological Setting
The predominant units that the fault runs through are the middle Pliocene Karpfen-
kliff Conglomerate Formation and the capping Kamberg Calcrete Formation (White
et al., 2009). The lithology of the clasts within the Karpfenkliff include rounded
cobbles of laminated dolerites, limestones and sandstones from the Kuibis and
Schwarzrand subgroups of the Nama Group. The Nama Group is a Neoprotero-
zoic to early Cambrian (570 - 543 Ma) foreland basin fill (Cohen et al., 2009) that
is exposed on the nearby Great Escarpment. The Karpfenkliff also has clasts of
the crystalline Sinclair Sequence (1216 Ma) which forms the basement rock in the
area (Hoal and Heaman, 1995). This group is a volcanic-sedimentary succession
comprised of rhyolites, quartz porphyry, granitoids and quartzites. The fault also
runs through two outcrops of this basement, the first between the Hebron and Hyas
farms and the second in the form of an inselberg on the Neuhof reserve (Fig. 1.3).
The sands of the Namib Sand Sea, the Sossus Sand Formation, to the west of the
Sesriem have been dated to be late Pleistocene in age (White et al., 2009).
1.3.2 Previous studies
The Hebron fault was first interpreted by Viola et al. (2005) as a 40 km long dextral
transtensional fault which, included with the Dreylingen fault, forms an extensional
structure running NW-SE across southern Namibia. The interpretation of the dex-
tral transtensional mechanism of the fault was due to observed right-lateral offsets
in alluvial fans crossing the fault and several scarp sections arranged in a right-
stepping en-echelon geometry. Furthermore, due to good preservation of the scarp
and the weathering characteristics of the alluvial and fluvial units that comprise it,
a Pleistocene age was proposed.
More recently, White et al. (2009) conducted a field study of the Hebron scarp
whereby the scarp height was measured using theodolite surveying techniques at 10
locations along its length and descriptions were made of the offset geological units.
From their descriptions and measurements of the scarp heights, White et al. (2009)
split the morphology of the scarp into three scarp types.
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This scarp types include the “juvenile” scarp, with fresh sub-vertical faces (60-80◦)
in highly calcretized conglomerate with some boulder debris on the footwall, but
not a significant wedge of debris material. The second scarp type,“intermediate”
exhibits a rounded crest and more material accumulated at the base of the scarp.
These segments have a lower slope angle of 20-50◦. The third scarp, “mature”, is
much more diffuse with slope angles of 15± 2◦ (White et al., 2009). Additionally, the
height of the scarp was calculated to be 4.5 m in average and no geomorphological
evidence was found for horizontal movement on the fault plane (White et al., 2009).
The scarp was thus interpreted as a normal fault with no strike-slip component.
Furthermore, the height of the scarp was interpreted to be the cumulative result of
several earthquakes. This was because the slip-to-length ratio, 2x10−4, that would
be implied for a single event is unusually high compared to the generally used slip-
to-length ratio for fault ruptures of 5x10−5 (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). White
et al. (2009) further constrained the timing the most recent activation of the fault
to be within the Late Pleistocene to modern era. This age was due to offsets visible
in the dunes north of Sesriem, and in line with the fault lineation. These dunes are
currently inactive and form a part of the Sossus Sand Formation which have been
found to be covering Middle Stone Age artifacts (Vogelsang, 1998) thus post-dating
the Middle Stone Age (White et al., 2009). The Middle Stone Age in Southern Africa
is generally considered to be c. 40 - 200 ka (late Pleistocene) (Mitchell, 2002).
1.4 Aims and Objectives
The principle aims of this study was to measure the amount and distribution of slip
on the fault, the mechanism and how many events were responsible for the formation
of the fault scarp. This was achieved by producing a DEM upon which geomorpho-
logical measurements could be made, allowing the fault scarp to be measured in
greater detail than before.
High-resolution stereoscopic Worldview-3 satellite imagery was acquired and was
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used to produce a sub-1 m resolution DEM of the fault scarp. Using this DEM, the
scarp height was measured at 160 locations along the scarp to determine the total
amount of vertical offset on the fault. Offset in stream channels was measured for
horizontal offsets and strike-slip motion, as observed by (Viola et al., 2005). The
mechanism of the fault can thus be determined from the observed distribution and
direction of slip.
Additionally, further geomorphological analyses are conducted in order to deter-
mine whether the fault scarp was generated in a single earthquake or as a result
of multiple events. These analyses include knickpoint analysis along longitudinal
profiles of rivers that cross the fault scarp as well as categorization of scarp mor-
phologies in relation to lithology. The dip of the fault was also calculated using
offsets visible in the imagery and field observations.
Furthermore, seismic data collected from a passive seismic deployment at the
Hebron fault by Kahle (2017) was used in order to determine the dip of the fault
below the surface. A scenario of the maximum magnitude earthquake that Hebron





Photogrammetry is defined as the science and art of measuring objects using pho-
tographs (Wolf et al., 2000; Methley, 1986). This is an old technique, with the term
“Photogrammetry” being coined in 1867 by the German geographers, Otto Kersten
and Albrecht Meydenbauer (Grimm, 2007). By the end of the 19th century, pho-
togrammetry was an established technique, with Laussedat (1898) being one of the
first works describing the method (Ghosh, 1981).
While photogrammetry is now used in a plethora of fields, the primary historical
use of this method was for topographical mapping (Wolf et al., 2000). Topographic
maps have been replaced as the primary output of photogrammetry by newer pho-
togrammetric products, namely orthophotos and digital elevation models (DEMs).
These newer products allow systematic and automated analyses to be made, which
are particularly useful for studies of tectonic geomorphology. Orthophotos are either
aerial photographs or satellite images which have been modified to have a constant
scale throughout the image. A DEM is an array of points for an area for which
the x,y (longitude and latitude) and z (altitude) co-ordinates have been determined
(Wolf et al., 2000).
One aim of this study was to produce a DEM from stereoscopic satellite imagery.
Figure 2.1 outlines the workflow of this DEM generation. A minimum of two images,
taken from separate locations are required. The Worldview-3 imagery is already ge-
olocated and ortho-rectified. After any further processing of the images, such as
histogram equalization to improve image contrast, a photogrammetric project is
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Figure 2.1: Workflow for DEM creation using Worldview 3 imagery and the ERDAS
Imagine Photogrammetry Suite
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created in a .block file within ERDAS Imagine. The internal and external image
orientations are loaded by adding the Rational Polynomial Coefficients (RPCs) that
are provided with the satellite images. The images are then aligned using a pat-
tern finding algorithm which ties the images together with common points, or “tie
points”. Ground control points (GCPs) are added in order to ensure global accuracy
of the final DEM. In the case that not enough points are found automatically (ER-
DAS recommends a minimum of 25), tie points are manually selected. The block
triangulation is run which calculates the ground x,y and z values for each of the
tie points. The enhanced Automatic Terrain Extraction (eATE) algorithm is run
which uses image matching and semi-global matching to perform a pixel-by-pixel
interrogation of the imagery and produce a dense point cloud. This point cloud is
then rasterized to produce the DEM used in the following geomorphological analy-
ses. Further details about the individual steps taken for the DEM can be found in
Sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3 and 2.1.4.
2.1.1 Stereophotogrammetry
Stereophotogrammetry falls within the metric branch of photogrammetry which in-
volves the precise measurement of distance, angles, areas, volumes, sizes and shapes
of objects (Wolf et al., 2000). In particular, stereophotogrammetry is used to esti-
mate the three dimensional co-ordinates of objects from two or more images that
have been taken from different (unique) locations.
Stereoscopy and triangulation
A single image is merely a projection of a 3D scene onto a 2D plane. In order
to see objects in 3D, at least two images are needed. This concept is known as
stereoscopy (Waack, 1985) and this is how humans perceive depth using their eyes
(Figure 2.2a). When two different images of a scene are available (Figure 2.2b) then
the position of a 3D point within the scene can be calculated as the intersection of
the two projection rays. One ray from the corresponding point on each image. The
location of the camera has to be known for each image. This process is known as
triangulation (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003) and is the basic method of obtaining
x,y and z co-ordinates from imagery. The geometry of the camera has to be known
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in order for triangulation to be accurate. One important measure is the focal length
of the camera (Fig. 2.3). This is the length from the lens to the focal point, which
is the point where the light rays converge.
(a) How our eyes perceive 3D objects (b) Stereo images of an object
Figure 2.2: Comparison between (a) how our eyes obtain information about an
object, such as the dimensions and position of the object relative to us by view-
ing objects in stereo. (b) Stereo images that can be used to produce a sense of
perspective. (Waack, 1985)
Figure 2.3: Diagram of light passing through a concave lens. The focal length (f)
is the distance between the lens and focal point (F). Adapted from (Henrik)
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Figure 2.4: An example of how radial displacement can differ between two images.
(I) The Space Needle in Seattle is located close to the principle point of the image
and thus the displacement is relatively low. (II) The Space Needle is further away
from the principle point, the radial displacement is greater and thus the building
appears to lean further away from the center (Anon, 2017)
Parallax equations
When aerial and satellite images are taken, tall objects such as buildings appear
to lean away from the center of the image. This phenomenon is known as radial
displacement (Figure 2.4). The further away the object is from the principle point
of the image (in the case of a perfectly vertical, or nadir, photograph, this would
be the center), the greater the displacement of the top of the object with respect to
the bottom of the object.
A parallax is the apparent displacement in the position of an object, with respect
to a frame of reference, caused by a shift in the position of observation (Wolf et al.,
2000). The parallax equations are used to calculate the elevation of the terrain from
the apparent displacements in the images (Wolf et al., 2000). The height (hA) of a
point (A) can be calculated using equation 2.1




Where H is the flight height (altitude of the camera at the time of exposure), f
is the focal length of the camera, B is the air base (the linear distance between the
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two camera positions) and PA is the parallax of A. The individual locations where
images are captured are called exposure stations — this the position of the camera
at the time of the camera sensor (or film) exposure. Furthermore, equations (2.2)
and (2.3) can be used to determine the x (XA) and y (YA) ground co-ordinates of









where xa and ya are the image co-ordinates of the point A (i.e. the location of A
within the gridded raster image, the cell co-ordinates).
Collinearity equations
The collinearity condition is that for any point in a photogrammetric project, the
exposure station and its photo image all lie along a straight line in 3D space (Wolf
et al., 2000). This condition is expressed in two equations, one for x photo co-
ordinate and one for the y photo co-ordinate. The linearized forms of these equations





The dω, dφ and dκ terms relate to the orientation angles of the photo, whereas the
dXL, dYL and dZL terms are corrections for the initial approximations for the ex-
posure station co-ordinates. The dXA, dYA and dZA terms are corrections to initial
values for the object space co-ordinates for point A. This method provides approx-
imations for the x and y values, because the higher order terms are ignored when
linearizing the equations with Taylor’s theorem (Wolf et al., 2000). As such, this
can be solved iteratively until the magnitude of the corrections become negligible.
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Thus, these equations can be used to refine the x and y ground co-ordinates of a
point before calculating the elevation using equation (2.1).
Photogrammetric software
Recently, improvements in computational speed, memory and digital imagery ca-
pabilities have allowed photogrammetry software packages to be developed. There
are multiple software packages available to deal with various types of photogram-
metric projects. Some of these include the ERDAS Imagine Photogrammetry Suite,
Photomodeler, Agisoft Photoscan, MicMac and SOCET SET. These packages take
account for the geometry of various camera types, as well as to make corrections for
lens distortions, principle point offset, atmospheric effects and camera orientation.
Photogrammetric projects may range from covering small trace fossils (Mallison
and Wings, 2014; Falkingham, 2011) to historical buildings (Eisenbeiss, 2009), cities
(Over et al., 2010) and landscapes (Bi et al., 2018; Abdrakhmatov et al., 2016).
However, only a few of these software packages have support for stereo satellite im-
ages, such as ERDAS Imagine and MicMac. I chose to use the ERDAS Imagine
Photogrammetry suite as it one of the most popularly used software packages for
this type of photogrammetric project. Furthermore, ERDAS has support for stereo-
scopic satellite imagery as it is able to, with the use of RPCs, approximate camera
geometry for the push-broom sensor of the Worldview-3 satellite.
Photogrammetric projects
As previously mentioned, photogrammetric projects can be created with a range
of different media including: satellite imagery, aerial photographs, UAV images and
photos from digital cameras. Each of these types of imagery have unique advantages
and disadvantages when generating a DEM. The greater the resolution of the im-
ages, the more detailed the final DEM will be. Satellite and aerial photography are
ideal for creating DEMs for large areas. UAV photogrammetry is able to produce a
DEM for smaller, but still sizeable areas. UAV photogrammetry is often regarded as
a cheap alternative to the more conventional acquisition of aerial photography, how-
ever, this has some tradeoff as more images may be required to produce a product
of similar quality (Eisenbeiss, 2009). Thus UAV photogrammetry can be more com-
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putationally intensive and the data acquisition would be far more time consuming.
Nonetheless, UAVs have been used to produce DEMs of archeological sites, castles
and other world heritage sites (Eisenbeiss, 2009). Handheld cameras may also be
used to produce high-resolution DEMs, although these are usually of considerably
smaller features, such as trace fossils (Mallison and Wings, 2014; Falkingham, 2011).
2.1.2 Image acquisition
Traditionally, frame cameras were used in photogrammetric projects. This is be-
cause, by using stationary film and a fast shutter speed, the change in position of
the camera at the time of capture was considered negligible (Methley, 1986). This
allowed images taken from a moving plane (aerial photography) to be used for to-
pographical mapping. The camera lens acts as a geometrical point source as well as
the boundary between the object plane and the image plane (in this case, the film).
Furthermore, the geometry of a frame camera can be known exactly, allowing the
construction of a rectangular co-ordinate system upon which measurements can be
taken from the photograph. This is provided that certain other parameters such as
flight height and camera angle are known.
Satellite imagery is different from frame cameras in several ways. These cameras
no longer operate with film or a physical shutter. Instead they use sensor plates
which can capture a range of spectral wavelength bands, often ranging from visible
light to infrared (Baldridge et al., 2009). The Worldview-3 satellite collects imagery
on a spectral range of 0.450-0.800 µm and uses two push-broom scanners, allowing it
to acquire multi-spectral and panchromatic images simultaneously (Maglione, 2016).
A push-broom sensor is comprised of a scanner with a linear array of sensors. The
image is collected one line at a time, with all the pixels in that line being collected
at the same time (Fig. 2.5a). The lines are perpendicular to the direction of flight
(Maglione, 2016). As more than one image has to be collected, and the return period
on the most modern satellites are still on the order of a day, the images have to be
collected on the same orbital pass. As such, the first image is taken as the satellite
approaches the target area then, as the satellite passes overhead, the second image
is taken (Fig. 2.5b).
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(a) Push-broom sensor image collection
for the Ikonos-2 satellite. Adapted from
Maglione (2016)
(b) Simple model showing how the satel-
lite imagery is collected on one orbital
pass.
Figure 2.5: Acquisition of satellite imagery
Because satellite imagery is not captured by frame cameras with rigid geomet-
rical models, another method has to be used in order to allow the mapping of
3D object co-ordinates from 2D image co-ordinates. The rational function model
(Tao and Hu, 2001) has been used since 1999 to model sensor orientation and assist
ground point determination from Ikonos, Quickbird and Worldview satellite imagery
(Fraser and Hanley, 2005). The rational function model has 80 different Rational
Polynomial Coefficients, which are often referred to as RPCs (Fraser and Hanley,
2005). These RPCs are calculated for the images and are included in the imagery
bundle as a .rpc file. Despite some initial hesitancy about the quality of RPCs
supplied with imagery, Fraser and Hanley (2005) demonstrate that RPCs provided
by DigitalGlobe Inc. are equivalent to the rigorous model and thus suitable to be
used in photogrammetric projects. While this may be the case, it is necessary to
use Ground Control Points (GCPs) if absolute accuracy is required. This is because
the rational function model produces only relative accuracy and GCPs are required
to achieve absolute orientation and position (Fraser and Hanley, 2005). A minimum
of 3 GCPs should ensure that the DEM is not warped or sloped compared to the
Earth’s surface, although it is common practice to include more GCPs for redun-
dancy. It is important to note that DEMs created from stereoscopic imagery can
contain additional distortions from jitter (vibrations of the platform, Tadono et al.
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(2014)), striping from Charge Coupled Device (CCD) misalignments as a result of
push-broom sensors having several combined CCD line arrays rather than a single
CCD line array (Chen et al., 2014). Furthermore, aliasing and illumination bias can
cause further distortions that are not accounted for by the RPCs, these distortions
can result in topographically correlated noise.
The imagery used in this project was captured by DigitalGlobe’s Worldview-
3 satellite. The Worldview-3 satellite was launched in 2014 and has an orbital
elevation of 617 km with a re-visit frequency of <1 day — at nadir, with 4.5 days
at 20◦ off nadir (Maglione, 2016). With 0.31 m panchromatic and 1.24 m multi-
spectral resolutions at nadir respectively, Worldview-3 imagery is among the highest
resolution imagery that is commercially available (Maglione, 2016). Worldview-3 has
the capability of collecting stereo-image pairs in-track for a swath size of ≈ 17 km.
Three stereo-pairs were purchased for a total area of 226 km2, giving a buffer zone
of 2.5 km on either side of the fault. The imagery was captured on 17 February
2017, with a panchromatic band and four multi-spectral bands being recorded. The
panchromatic band was used in the generation of the DEM whilst the multi-spectral
imagery was used to classify different sediment packages. The imagery was “stereo-
photogrammetry ready” having already been pre-processed and geo-referenced. The
geolocation accuracy is rated as <3.5 m CE90 without ground control. The inter-
image angle was a maximum of 20◦. One image at nadir, the other at 20◦ off nadir.
For more information on the specifications of Worldview-3, please refer to Appendix
A for the specifications sheet.
The GCPs were collected during a field-trip to Hebron in November 2018. Two
Leica 1200 GPSs were used in a static GPS survey. One GPS acted as the base and
the other, the rover. The base station was located in the center of the field area,
near the Elegant Desert Lodge farmhouse on the Hyas farm. At each of the GCPs,
the rover station recorded position for 40 minutes in order for the locations to have
horizontal and vertical accuracies of 10 mm. The GCP locations were selected to
be easy to define in the imagery as well as within the field. Some examples of GCP
locations include the intersection of vehicle tracks and fences (Fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Layout of Worldview-3 satellite imagery, each small box represents the
border of an individual image pair that were stitched together. Initially, a DEM
was produced for each region: P001, P002 and P003. The black triangles are the
locations of the GCPs.
2.1.3 Image processing
The study was divided into three regions by DigitalGlobe: P001, P002 and P003
(Fig. 2.6). This was because the study area runs NE-SW, diagonal to the polar orbit
of the satellite. The three regions were split into 12, 8 and 4 images respectively in
order to keep within the file size limit for geotiffs. A DEM was generated for each
of the regions, these DEMs were then stitched together into a single DEM. This was
done at the same time as the DEM was down-sampled and converted back to a tiff
in order to reduce file-size and make the extraction process smoother.
The images were processed in ArcMap 10.6 as well as using the ERDAS Imagine
2018 software package. In ArcGIS, the images for each scene were mosaic-ed to form
complete images for each scene. The images were then re-projected to UTM WGS
84 Zone 33S. This changed the default units from decimal degrees to meters, thus
making future measurements on the images and DEM easier to read. Next, both
images for each scene (P001, P002 and P003) were added to a photogrammetric
project in ERDAS Imagine where the histogram equalization tool was run. This
tool adjusts the contrast and the image histograms. If the image histograms are
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similar, the pairwise matching will be more successful during DEM generation. The
images were then ready to be loaded in a photogrammetric project.
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2.1.4 DEM Generation
In ERDAS Imagine, a photogrammetry project is created and saved within a .block
file, the images can then be added to this file. The next step is to load the interior and
exterior extents of the images. This is done by adding the RPC file that accompanies
the satellite imagery. In the case of a frame camera, the precise geometry of the
camera would need to be input in order for the boundaries to be calculated. The
next step is to generate, or add, tie-points. Tie points are used to align the two
images and thus must be objects visible on both of the image views. It is important
to achieve a good coverage of points across the images, in order to prevent mis-
alignment, especially near the edges of the images.
The “Point Measurement” tool was run which automatically searches for tie
points by way of a pattern-finding algorithm. ERDAS recommends that a minimum
of 25 tie points are required for accurate results, however, a minimum of 50 tie
points was chosen in order to keep the image RMSE values for point locations below
1 pixel (0.33 m). As such, where the point measurement tool was unable to find
50 points automatically, tie points were manually selected until the minimum of
50 points was met. The manual process of picking points was completed using the
classic viewer (Fig. 2.7). The images were displayed side-by-side and tie points were
selected. A priority was made to select features as accurately as possible. Features
that were used included fence-posts, intersections of vehicle tracks and the corners
of buildings. These all have well-defined boundaries and thus can be selected with
an error of less than a pixel. A further effort was made to distribute the points
throughout the image, with a simple grid-like pattern.
For Area 1, two tie points were generated automatically (due to poor contrast
in the images) and 51 were manually selected (Fig. 2.8A). For P002, 28 tie points
were automatically generated and a further 31 were hand-picked (Fig. 2.8B). P003
had 25 automatically picked and 18 more points were selected by hand (Fig. 2.8C).
As P003 was the smallest region, the image RMSE values were well under 1 pixel
even though the total number of tie points was less than 50.
Once the tie points were completed, the ground control points were added in
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Figure 2.7: Screenshot of tie point selection in the classic viewer
the same manner as the tie points using the classic viewer. Except in this case, the
locations for each of the GCPs were added during the feature creation, rather than
calculated using the RPCs afterwards. When this was complete, a block triangu-
lation could be run on the images where x, y and z co-ordinates were calculated
for the tie points. During this process the GCPs were used as reference and helped
achieve absolute accuracy, enabling the DEMs for each region to be easily stitched
together later on in the process.
The next step was to create a batch file and run the Automatic Terrain Extraction
(eATE) tool. This tool initially uses image matching and semi-global matching to
find points that are visible on both images. Once this is done, the x, y and z values
can be calculated for those points using a combination of parallax and collinearity
equations to ensure minimal errors are present. Due to the proprietary nature of the
software, the exact algorithm is not available. The tool produces an irregular dense
point-cloud for the overlapping image area. This point-cloud was then rasterized
using the nearest neighborhood technique in order to produce a regular gridded
raster DEM. The imagery we used had a pixel resolution of 0.4m due to re-sampling
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Figure 2.8: Tie point (green squares) and GCP (green triangles) locations for (A)
P001, (B) P002 and (C) P003.
for commercial sale (Maglione, 2016). The initial raster DEMs produced had a pixel
resolution of 0.33 m, this was re-sampled to 0.5 m when the DEMs were stitched
together. The images were stitched using the “Mosaic to new raster” tool in ArcMap.
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2.2 Stream Extraction
Once the DEM was generated it can be used to make measurements of various
geomorphological features. One of these features of interest is the drainage network.
By modelling where water would flow on the DEM, the drainage pattern can be
extracted. To provide the locations of the streams present in the field area. This
information is useful when analyzing water courses for knickpoints as well as for
channel displacements. Note, there are no perennial rivers near Hebron as the area
is extremely arid (the area is on the edge of the Namib Sand Sea) and all the
waterways in the DEM are ephemeral. These streams are generally quite small with
the exception of the Tsauchab river.
The courses of all the streams in the DEM were extracted using ArcGIS, partic-
ularly the hydrology section of the Spatial Analyst toolbox. This method produced
a shape-file, that not only contains the x, y co-ordinates for all the streams in the
DEM area but also includes elevation information for each of those streams. This
was used in both the determination of lateral offsets (Section 2.2.2) as well as the
knickpoint analysis (Section 2.2.3).
2.2.1 Stream Extraction Procedure
The first tool to be run was the “Fill” tool. This was done to ensure that there
were no empty spaces (holes) in the DEM. The values of surrounding cells around
any holes present are used to approximate the value of the empty cell using the
nearest neighbor technique. A “filled” version of the DEM is produced with no
holes present. This tool works well to remove small holes and other imperfections
that may be present in the DEM.
Next, the “Flow Direction” tool was run for the DEM. This tool calculates the
direction of flow from each pixel in the DEM to its steepest down-slope neighbor
(ESRI, b). As each pixel is surrounded by 8 other pixels, there are 8 possible
directions for flow. These directions are coded according to the table below (Table
2.1). For example, if the steepest drop was directly to the north of the cell in
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question, that cell would be allocated a flow direction value of 64. Similarly, if the
steepest drop was to the right of the current processing cell, the flow direction value
would be 1. The output of this tool is a raster containing the flow direction values
of each cell.




The ”Flow Accumulation” tool is run with the raster produced from the flow
direction tool. The tool calculates the number of cells that flow into the processing
cell. A weight raster may be provided, however, if no weighting is given, each cell
is allocated a weight of 1. The values of a cell in the output raster is equal to the
number of cells that flow into that cell (Fig. 2.9). Cells with flow accumulation
values of zero are topographical highs and may be used to identify watersheds and
interfluves.
Figure 2.9: Example of how the flow accumulation tool works (ESRI, a)
Cells with high values for flow accumulation represent areas of concentrated
flows. These areas are then used to identify stream channels. In order to do so, a
limit has to be chosen in order to separate between concentrated flow areas, such
as stream channels, and low flow areas. This limit depends on the size of the file as
smaller files have less cells and thus the accumulation values will be smaller. Given
that the DEM contains over 4 billion cells, a cut-off of 10 000 000 (10 million) was
used to identify the stream channels. A range of values were tested and this value
was chosen because the results best represented the drainage visible on the imagery.
A majority of the stream channels had been identified successfully at this value. The
raster calculator was used to impose the limit we chose and then write a new file
that only includes the accumulation values that lie above the limit. This was done
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with a single line of code (see below). The results of this returned a raster with cell
values of 1 for those cells that had an accumulation value of >10 million.
stream_channel_raster = Raster("flow_accumulation") > 10000000
The last step in the stream extraction was to run the “Raster to poly-line” tool
in order to convert the raster output into a poly-line shape-file. A shape-file is much
easier to work with, being a much smaller file-size as well as having the ability to
simply extract the elevation values from the DEM and write these attributes to the
poly-line.
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2.2.2 Lateral Offsets
Offset geological features are commonly used to determine the amount of slip gen-
erated in one or more earthquakes (Burbank and Anderson, 2012). This is because
these features, such as stream channels and river terraces, can be easily observed
and measured using photographs or digital elevation models (Fig. 2.10A). Addition-
ally, because they occur along the length of the fault, these features provide insight
to the variations in slip along the fault trace (Burbank and Anderson, 2012). The
measurement of offset in these geomorphological features provides evidence of strike-
slip faulting. A well-known case study of this observation are the channel offsets
visible on the San Andreas Fault (Wallace, 1968)(Fig. 2.10B). In the case of a pure
strike-slip fault, the distance between the features will be equal to the amount of
lateral offset. However, if there is also dip-slip motion, and the slope of the surface
is not perpendicular to the fault strike, this vertical motion must be subtracted to
determine the horizontal component (Burbank and Anderson, 2012).
Figure 2.10: (A) Formation of stream displacements as a result of strike-slip fault-
ing. (B) Example of channel displacement from the San Andreas Fault, California
(Wallace, 1968)
In order to determine if there was any amount of strike-slip motion on the fault
plane, as was observed by Viola et al. (2005)(Section 1.3.2), the river channels that
cross the fault scarp were inspected for apparent offsets much like the examples in
Fig. 2.10.
The poly-line layer of stream channels (generated above) and a poly-line contain-
ing the fault trace were added as layers with the satellite imagery as a base-map.
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Using this setup, the river channels that cross the fault scarp were inspected for
channel displacements. Specifically, the offsets should be systematic in terms of
sense of motion and, to some extent, the magnitude of the offset.
2.2.3 Knickpoint Analysis
For a river in equilibrium, the longitudinal profile will generally be smooth and
concave in shape. The steepest gradients are present near the source of the river and
the gradient decreases as the river moves towards its base level. Various processes,
such as a tectonic movement or the exposure of an easily erodible layer below a more
resilient layer, can lead to a portion of the equilibrium profile being steepened. The
gradient at that point will therefore increase, along with the energy level (Burbank
and Anderson, 2012). Thus, a knickpoint will be created along the rivers profile
in that location. Over time, this knickpoint will migrate backwards as a result of
erosion due to the increased energy level. When the knickpoint eventually reaches
the rivers source, the profile will once again be a smooth concave shape (Fig. 2.11).
In the case of tectonically produced knickpoints, when there is a normal fault
and the hanging wall is in the downstream direction, a step or knickpoint, is created
along the profile of rivers that cross the fault line. This is the case for Hebron where
most of the rivers run NE to SW and the land SW of the fault has been down-
thrown. As such the local base level would be lowered during a normal faulting
event, producing a knickpoint which should be discernable on a DEM (Burbank and
Anderson, 2012). Furthermore, if more than one knickpoint was found to be present
on a rivers profile, this may be indicative of multiple events (Fig. 2.11). Each
event would form a new knickpoint which would subsequently migrate backwards.
By counting the number of knickpoints that are present on a river’s profile, some
information about the seismicity of the fault it crosses may be extracted. This is
provided that the knickpoints have not migrated completely back and returned the
profile to equilibrium. Due to the arid climate present in Namibia, the erosion in
river channels is likely to be low. Especially considering that all the rivers in the field
area are ephemeral, it is quite possible that the river profiles would not have reset
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Figure 2.11: Diagram explaining how multiple knickpoints may be preserved as a
result of multiple tectonic events
since the last glacial maximum. The erosion rate of other desert surfaces located
to the south of Hebron have been calculated to be 3.6 ± 1.9 m/Myr (Bierman and
Caffee, 2001). This is negligible, implying that the erosion of large geomorphological
features is not noticeable over timescales of 105 - 106 years (Bierman and Caffee,
2001).
The profiles of the rivers were extracted from the DEM using the “Interpolate
Shape” tool in the ArcMap Spatial Analyst toolbox (Fig. 2.12) and the shape-file of
drainage. The profiles of 20 rivers were selected. These rivers were distributed along
the length of the map and they all crossed the fault at a bearing that was nearly
perpendicular to the strike of the fault. The lengths of these rivers are variable from
approx 500 m to 5 km, and the size of the channels represented the variability of the
stream channels found in the DEM. The longest and widest river in the field area
(the Tsauchab river which feeds Sossusvlei) was not used as its braided network of
channels lead to considerable artifacts when extracting the profile. In particular,
the channels extracted for the Tsauchab show a lot of noise due to smaller chan-
nels and sand-banks. Furthermore, the Tsauchab has eroded away the fault scarp
near its course and thus any knickpoint may have migrated backwards considerably,
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Figure 2.12: Screenshot of the river profile extraction within ArcMap
potentially out of the DEM itself.
Once the profiles for the selected rivers were extracted (Fig. 2.12), they were
exported as a text file and plotted individually in Excel. The elevation data was
then smoothed using the exponential smoothing function within the Data Analysis
Add-on in Excel. A dampening factor of 0.9 was used, to smooth the data in order to
reduce the amount of noise in the following steps. The slope (m) between each point
along the profile was then calculated as the change in elevation divided by change
in distance along the profile. A moving mean was then taken with a bin width of
10 values. This bin width corresponds to a horizontal window of approximately
5 m and was chosen as the majority of boulders and shrubs that cause noise in
the DEM would be smaller than this. The moving mean values were then plotted
along with the river profile. The distance to the fault from the start of the channel
was measured using the ruler tool in ArcMap and added to the plots. Knickpoints
were chosen where the change in slope (∆m) had positive peaks. As the profiles
all followed the same direction, moving from the down-thrown block over the scarp
and onto the up-thrown block, this agreed with the expected change in slope values.
Signals in the ∆m plot that had both positive and negative peaks were most likely
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smaller features such as trees or boulders which would show an increase in slope
(positive ∆m) followed by and equally sized decrease (negative ∆m)(See Fig. 2.13).
Figure 2.13: Model of knickpoint analysis on a generic profile with randomly gen-
erated background noise. DEM noise was simulated to show how the change in
slope values respond to this noise compared to the fault scarp. The delay before the
decrease in signal (∆m) for the anomalous knickpoint may be due to the bin width
(≈ 10 m) used in this example.
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2.3 Vertical Offsets
For a fault scarp to form, there must be some amount of dip-slip movement on the
fault plane to move one block up relative to the other. Therefore, the measurement
of the height of a fault scarp can be used to calculate the amount of vertical motion
that has occurred on the fault plane. By taking measurements of the fault scarp
along its length, the variation in slip along the length of the fault can be determined.
However, it is important to note that if the slope of the surface is not parallel to
the dip direction of the fault, then lateral movement of the fault can cause an
apparent vertical offset (Mackenzie and Elliott, 2017). Historically, scarp heights
were measured using survey equipment such as a theodolite. This process is time
consuming and thus requires extensive time in the field. However, high resolution
DEMs can also be used to make scarp measurements (Burbank and Anderson, 2012).
Using a DEM has the advantage that the process can be semi-automated fairly easily
and thus many more measurements can be made, providing significantly more detail
than previous field surveys.
The following general procedure was followed in order to measure the scarp
height. A cross sectional profile, perpendicular to the fault scarp, is extracted from
the DEM. Two planes are then identified within the profile — one representing the
surface of the down-thrown block, the other representing the up-thrown block. The
vertical distance between these two surfaces is then measured to obtain the scarp
height.
2.3.1 Cross section selection and issues
While it is possible to automatically generate and extract cross sections at prede-
termined intervals (for example, every meter along the scarp), I chose instead to
select the cross sections by hand. This was done in order for the measurements to
accurately represent the scarp with as little interference from other geomorphologi-
cal features as possible. As such, the cross sections were subject to several selection
criteria.
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The selected cross sections were taken as perpendicular lines to the fault trace.
An average length of 500 m was used, however in some circumstances this was not
ideal and so the length of the cross section was adjusted. In the step over zone,
the length was much longer in order to fit both of the fault scarps and to get a
representative surface for the down-thrown and up-thrown blocks.
Figure 2.14: Cross section of how a post-faulting alluvial fan can affect the mea-
surement of scarp height. Inset (top left) shows a map view of the fan.
In the Hyas Farm, the fault scarp runs through an outcrop of Proterozoic base-
ment rock (Fig. 1.3). This outcrop forms a valley which the fault runs through,
parallel to the valley floor. When a cross-sectional length of 500 m was used in this
area, anomalous values were obtained. This is because the steep valley sides affect
the plane fitting section of the Matlab code (Appendix C) negatively. The planes
were fitted to the sides of the valley, leading to large and even negative values as the
dip of the planes were in opposing directions. At some locations at lower gradients
in the valley, it was possible to obtain a reasonable offset as long as the cross section
was kept short ( ≈ 100 - 200 m long).
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Some criteria that was used for selecting the cross sections included the following:
• Presence of a river channel. In particular, river channels that were located
close to the fault were avoided, because a channel located on the down-thrown
surface may artificially increase the observed scarp. Additionally, where rivers
cross the scarp, they decrease the gradient and reduce the scarp height by
depositing material on the lower surface. Furthermore, there were some cases
where rivers on the up-thrown surface had been deeply incised and the steep
banks in those cases are not ideal for the plane fitting solution.
• The same geomorphological surface. An effort was made to draw sections in
areas where it was clear that the same geomorphological surface was present
on both the up-thrown and down-thrown surfaces. Different geomorphological
surfaces may have unique gradients which could lead to inaccuracies in the
measured offsets.
• Slope angles were not too high. When steep slopes are introduced, particu-
larly if they are opposite directions to one another, the offset measurements
can be anomalously high or even negative. Thus cross sections were generally
shortened (or at worst, avoided) in selected areas where high topography was
located close to the fault scarp. One such area included the outcrop of Pro-
terozoic basement in the Hyas Farm in the central region of the DEM. Another
was an inselberg of basement outcrop located in the Neuhof reserve, the same
inselberg upon which the dip was calculated (Section 2.5).
• The fault was located in the center of the cross section. This is because the
Matlab code expected the fault scarp to be within the center of the cross
section. Thus some cross sections where either the up-thrown or down-thrown
surfaces had been intensely modified were avoided. This is because these
altered surfaces would be difficult to fit a representative plane to. Examples
of this include incised river channels on the up-thrown block as well as large
alluvial fans deposited on the down-thrown block (Fig. 2.14).
• Spacing between the cross sections was approximately 250 m where possible.
Cross section locations were adjusted if the presence of river channels, alluvial
fans or a clear change in sedimentary units were to interfere with this spacing.
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A total of 160 cross sections were selected, with an average spacing (along the
length of the fault) of 250 m. This is well over 10 times the number of scarp
measurements made by White et al. (2009).
2.3.2 Determination of scarp height
A MATLAB function, called cross_section, was created which generates plots
of the cross sections, fits planes to the up-thrown and down-thrown surfaces and
calculates the vertical offset. The complete script can be found in Appendix C.
The function takes two input arguments, a csv file and the approximate spacing
(in m) between the cross sections. The profile csv has the horizontal distance (x)
and elevation (z) in separate columns for each cross section. This is the format
that ArcMap outputs profiles when using the Spatial Analyst Tool. The function
produces three variables as the outputs, namely the vertical offset for each profile,
the moving mean of these values and a variable with the distances along the length
of the fault.
The function starts by reading the cross sections from a comma separated file
and converting these to an array. Further variables are created for the lower and
upper planes of each cross section, i.e. the down-thrown and up-thrown surfaces
respectively. A linear regression is run in order to fit a linear plane to these lower
and upper planes. Outliers from this first iteration are removed and the regression
is run again, this time without the outliers. The vertical offset between the two
planes is then calculated for each cross section. A plot is produced with the profile
and fitted planes.
2.3.3 Calculation of slip
Once the amounts of horizontal and vertical slip are known, the total amount of
slip along the fault plane can be calculated. The horizontal slip component, as
can be calculated in Section 2.2.2, is already aligned to a principle axis. The dip-
slip component of slip needs to be converted into the remaining two principle axes,
with a horizontal and vertical component. If only one of these is known, the other
components can be calculated using trigonometry.
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Figure 2.15: The scarp height is equal to the purely vertical component of slip,
otherwise known as the throw. The slip can be calculated from the throw, taking
into account the angle between the dip (θ) and the vertical component.
The dip-slip motion can be separated into a purely vertical component, known as
the throw, and a purely horizontal component, known as the heave. By measuring
the height of the scarp in Section 2.3.2, the throw of the Hebron fault was measured
(Fig. 2.15) and thus the slip can be calculated from this using Equation 2.6; where






Estimating the dip of a normal fault from surface observations can be challeng-
ing, especially as normal faults can steepen as they pass through unconsolidated
sediments (Bray et al., 1994). In this study, a combination of field observations,
satellite imagery measurements (Section 2.5) and seismological observations (Sec-
tion 4.4) were used to estimate the dip of the fault.
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2.4 Mapping Sediments
Satellite imagery is often divided into different spectral bands. Combinations of
these bands can be used to pick out features with different characteristics to their sur-
roundings. For example, satellite imagery can be used to map cities, cultivated land,
vegetation type and even geological units. This technique was first implemented in
1972 with the launch of the Landsat I Multi-spectral Scanner (MSS) (Goetz et al.,
1981). The use of satellite imagery was confined to mapping fairly broad regions,
due to the coarse resolution of the imagery. However, with increasingly more accu-
rate satellite imagery, and the incorporation of DEMs, remote sensing data can be
used to map finer and finer features (Siart et al., 2009).
The Worldview-3 satellite imagery that was acquired for this study’s field area
included multi-spectral images. These multi-spectral images have four bands and a
spatial resolution of 1.24 m. Any combination of these four bands can be displayed
in the Red, Green, Blue and Alpha (RGB+A) Channels within ArcMap. By se-
lecting different band combinations several effects can be achieved. For example,
by selecting the combination of 4,2,1 (RGB), a false colour image is created which
displays green vegetation in red and man-made features a light blue. See Figure
2.17 for an example of this effect.
To map different geomorphological and geological surfaces from the imagery,
several band combinations were used. These combinations included 1,2,3; 2,1,3;
1,3,4 and 4,2,1. As different combinations highlight unique features within a par-
ticular surface, it was beneficial to use a selection of band combinations to identify
the boundaries between several surfaces. The reflectance of surfaces is due to the
lithology and vegetation. Thus differences in reflectance can allow one sediment
unit to be differentiated from another. As most of the study area is covered by the
Karpfenkliff conglomerate (White et al., 2009), the variation in lithology is likely
due to different sources for this unit. These sources may include the Sinclair Group
Proterozoic basement rocks and the Nama Group sedimentary rocks which make up
the Great Escarpment in this region.
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Figure 2.16: Examples of sediment mapping due to different reflectance and drainage
patterns evident on the multi-spectral Worldview-3 imagery (I) sediments that dis-
played a significant difference in reflectance. The bottom panel shows inferred sedi-
ment package contacts (yellow lines). Note that the dashed line represents a grada-
tional contact for an area without a distinct change in reflectance.
(II) Example of sediments that did not show as distinct a reflective difference. How-
ever, the drainage patterns were used to help differentiate between units. The
bottom panel shows inferred sediment package contacts (yellow lines).
Additionally, the drainage patterns and vegetation present were used to constrain
the boundaries of the surfaces. In some cases the vegetation will change depending
on the lithology, due to different soil types and thus, a different dominant vegetation
type. In Hebron, the vegetation is sparse with numerous desert gravels at the surface
and, if present, vegetation is usually grassland. The Neuhof reserve, located on the
southern extent of the fault was categorized with grasses and scattered shrubs. The
NW limb of the fault, just south of Sesriem also had scattered shrubs but less grass.
The rest of the fault was categorized by grasses and gravel pavements. Drainage
patterns, such as the size, number and spacing of channels on a surface were used
to separate units from one another. The directions of flow on these channels also
helped to identify units. The mapping was done in ArcMap by tracing the surfaces
with the create area feature tool.
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Figure 2.17: (A) Example of the false color image created by using the band com-
bination of 1,3,4 in the RGB channels of the Worldview-3 multi-spectral imagery.
Vegetation is highlighted in blue and sand is a clay-orange.
(B) Image with band combination 4,2,1. Vegetation is in red while man made fea-
tures are in blue and brown.
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2.5 Dip Calculation
Figure 2.18: Calculation using offset of fault trace through an inselberg of Protero-
zoic basement rock from satellite imagery and the DEM. Projected fault trace is for
a flat surface
The dip of the fault plane was measured in the field north of Hyas Farm, where
the fault runs through an outcrop of Proterozoic basement rock. The dip in this
area was measured to be around 70◦. In addition to this, it was possible to obtain
a measurement of the fault at the surface using offsets in the satellite imagery. In
the southern section of the DEM, the fault runs through an inselberg of Proterozoic
basement rock. The fault trace in this area makes a wide “V” shape. The dip was
measured by taking the horizontal distance (∆x) between the actual surface position
of the fault scarp and the projected position of the fault scarp, assuming a flat surface
(Fig. 2.18). This projected surface position was a straight line connecting the edges
of the inselberg. The heights of the two points were then measured off of the DEM.
z1 was the elevation of the scarp outcrop and z2 was the elevation of the projected
line. These heights were used to calculate the vertical difference (∆z) and solve for





3.1 The Digital Elevation Model
The final DEM (Figure 3.1) was rasterized from a point cloud of over 127 million
points and covers an area of 239 square kilometers. The point cloud has an average
density of 0.57 points per square meter (pts/m2). However, this is generally higher
in the areas proximal to the fault scarp, with a point density of ≥ 1 pts/m2 (Fig.
3.2 A). This is because the feature finding algorithm struggles with large, flat low-
contrast areas. Near the fault scarp there are shadows, small channels and more
vegetation. Thus, there are usually more points surrounding it than some feature-
poor areas distal to the scarp. This average point density is similar to the minimum
densities (0.5 - 1 pts/m2) obtained in large scale LiDAR acquisitions (Anderson
et al., 2006). While significantly higher density point clouds can be acquired using
LiDAR — such an acquisition would be very expensive. Table 3.1 summarizes the
results of the block triangulation that was run on the tie points and GCPs before
the DEM was generated for each of the three sections; P001, P002 and P003 (Fig.
2.6). The RMSE values in Table 3.1 are the square roots taken from the average
(mean) of squared errors for each tie-point and GCP. This is used as a measure of
how well the images are “tied” together. The RMSE values are all below 1, in other
words, the difference between the predicted and observed locations of each tie point
and GCP was less than 1 pixel (0.33 m).
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Figure 3.1: (I) One view of the stereoscopic pan-sharpened Worldview 3 imagery (0.33 m resolution)
used to generate the DEM.
(II) The rasterized DEM with a pixel resolution of 0.5 m.
(III) Hill-shaded DEM. The fault is clearly traceable on this as well as the incision in river channels
on the up-thrown side of the fault.
(IV) Slope angle for the study area. Green colours are close to 0◦ while hotter colours represent
higher slope angles, the fault scarp is easily observable in this layer.
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Figure 3.2: Subsets of the point cloud to show variation in point cloud density.
(A) location close to the fault scarp with a point density of 1.06 pts/m2.
(B) location away from the fault with less linear features and a point density of 0.56
pts/m2.
Table 3.1: Block Triangulation Results
Region Auto Tie Manual Tie GCPs RMSE rmsex rmsey
P001 2 51 5 0.355 1.057 1.082
P002 28 31 5 0.345 0.996 1.149
P003 25 18 6 0.252 0.529 0.752
The DEM was initially produced with a pixel resolution of 0.33 x 0.33 m. This
was re-sampled to be 0.5 x 0.5 m to reduce file size. The white spaces visible in
Figures 3.3 A and 3.3 B are areas where the point cloud was not dense enough for
the rasterization process to adequately fill the remaining spaces. These areas are
flat, highly reflective surfaces with low contrast and very little vegetation. As a
result, the feature finding algorithm did not produce enough points for that area to
be rasterized. These holes have been filled using the ArcMap “Fill” tool which uses
the nearest neighbor technique to estimate the ground surface of the hole from the
values of the surrounding cells. There are some remaining artifacts, including some
small steps (see the black lines near the voids in Fig. 3.3 B) in the filled areas of
the DEM.
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Figure 3.3: (A) Hill-shaded oblique view of the DEM for the southern section of the
fault scarp. Looking SE over the cross over zone. (B) Hill-shaded oblique view of the
central fault scarp, including Hebron farm. Looking to the SE from the Tsauchab
river. The fault scarp is clearly visible as a light grey line on both images.
Figure 3.1 shows the final product of the filled DEM as well as some of the DEM
products that were produced. The slope map (Fig. 3.1 IV) is particularly useful
for mapping the total extent of the surface rupture. The fault scarp appears as a
clearly defined yellow line, with a total of 45 km km of exposed fault scarp.
Figure 3.4: Close up views of the DEM close to the fault scarp.
Figure 3.4 A shows how the DEM handles areas of higher topography while Fig.
3.4 B exhibits some of the finer detailed features. The river visible on Fig. 3.4 B
has been clearly incised on the north eastern, up-thrown block. Individual shrubs
and bushes are visible along and near the stream channel. Figure 3.4 C shows an
alluvial fan which has been deposited on the down-thrown block.
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3.2 Sediment Map
The following map (Fig. 3.5) was produced using various spectral band combina-
tions of the multi-spectral Worldview-3 imagery. Most of the field area is covered
by the Karpfenkliff conglomerates, although there is some outcrop of the Sinclair
Group basement rocks. These outcrops are generally areas of high topographic re-
lief. Despite this, there is some variation in lithology of the clasts and cements that
comprise the Karpfenkliff group. In addition, this unit has been reworked in several
instances where alluvial fans have formed on the hanging wall of the fault.
Of the mapped units (Fig. 3.5), Surface 1 appears to be the oldest as it is overlain
by its neighboring surfaces and appears to have a distinctive desert varnish and thus
low reflectance. Surfaces 2, 3 and 4 also show some amount of desert varnish, albeit
less than Surface 1.
The southern fans are comprised of alluvial fans which have been deposited on
the hanging wall of the fault. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that they were
formed after the scarp was formed (Fig. 2.14) due to the creation of depositional
space after the fault ruptured. The alluvial fans located in the center of the fault,
between the Hebron Farm and the Hyas Farm (Fig. 3.6), are older than the southern
fans. This is because the first two fan generations in this area (Central Fans 1 and
2) have been offset by the fault, implying that they existed before the scarp was
formed. The latest generation (Central Fans 3) may be temporally equivalent to
the Southern Fans as they are also deposited on the down-thrown block. The river
sediments associated with the Tsauchab are the youngest sediments, along with a
palaeo-flood plain which is located just to the north of the Hebron farm.
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Figure 3.5: A map of sediment packages mapped overlying a hill-shaded DEM im-
age. A satellite image layer of the area is provided to the right of the map. (A)
Generations of alluvial fans on Hebron Farm. (B) Post-fault alluvial fans on the
Hyas Farm.
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Figure 3.6: Location map for sites of interest along the fault scarp
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3.3 Scarp Morphology
3.3.1 Relationship to lithology
The Hebron fault scarp changes in height, width and appearance along the length
of the fault. The previous study by White et al. (2009) described and defined
three different scarp categories. These categories were named C1, C2 and C3. In
addition, they were given descriptive names of juvenile, intermediate and mature
respectively. In this study, these scarp types will be referred to as sharp, intermediate
and diffuse (Fig. 3.7). This is to prevent an association between the age and the
scarp morphology. Furthermore, White et al. (2009) describes the scarp only in areas
where the fault runs through the calcrete-cemented breccia-conglomerates (White
et al., 2009). These descriptions generally do not apply to regions where the bedrock
outcrops. For the most part, the scarp is relatively sharp in the areas of basement
outcrop, being clearly visible on cross sections and as a dark line in the satellite
imagery. The following paragraphs compare my observations of the scarp in the
field to the descriptions made by White et al. (2009). The scarp morphology along
the fault appears to be controlled by the degree of calcretization present within the
geological units that the scarp runs through.
Figure 3.7: Example cross sections for the three scarp morphology categories; sharp,
intermediate and diffuse
The scarp height is lowest in the north-western segment of the fault (Fig. 3.6)
with values ranging from 1 - 4 m. This section was not included in the description
by White et al. (2009), as it did not form a part of their field area. The scarp is
sub-vertical here and falls between the intermediate and diffuse categories (Fig. 3.7)
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Figure 3.8: Photographs of the calcrete cement and other calcrete features observed.
(I) Dessication-cracks in the calcrete at the top of an exposed calcrete nodule.
(II) Dessication-cracks on the top of a calcrete nodule
(III) Calcrete nodule in situ. This particular nodule is located near the fault in the
NW part of the field area.
(IV) Fine-laminations present in the calcrete.
In this segment, the scarp has a dip of ≈ 60◦ to the SW and a width of 10 - 20
m. The fault is running through Surface 1 (Fig. 3.5). In this area, nodules (2-3 m
wide and 10 - 20 cm high) of finely laminated calcrete protruded from the ground
in several places. The top of the these calcrete nodules have desiccation cracks,
suggesting that they formed on a sub-aerial surface (Fig. 3.8 I, II).
The scarp morphology is quite uniform on the Hebron Farm, immediately south
of the Tsauchab River (Fig. 3.6) where its height gradually increases as you move
further south (from ≈ 4 m to 6 m). This section is most closely related to the C1
(White et al., 2009) or sharp scarp. The scarp has a free face, near vertical and in
some places is under-cut by erosion (Fig. 3.9 II). The uppermost layer has a large
amount of cementation by calcrete/silcrete. The scarp crest is sharp and the down-
thrown surface has evidence of debris that has fallen from the crest (Fig. 3.9 I). In
several places a small graben has been formed as a result of antithetic faults on the
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down-thrown surface (Fig. 2.14). The lithology in this area is a calcrete-cemented
breccia-conglomerate with angular clasts that have been cemented together by both
calcrete and silcrete, although the calcrete is more ubiquitous. This lithology is
the Karpfenkliff conglomerate as described by White et al. (2009). The breccia-
conglomerate clasts are comprised of Sinclair Group rocks (Hoal and Heaman, 1995)
including rhyolites, quartz porphyry granitoids and quartzites. In the areas closer
to the Tsauchab channel, there are also clasts of Nama Group sedimentary rocks
such as laminated dolomites, limestones and sandstones of the Schwarzrand and
Kuibis subgroups (White et al., 2009). The clast shape varies according to the
dominant clast lithology with limestone clasts being the most rounded and granite
and quartzite clasts being angular. This is in part due to the amount of transport
and relative distance from the surrounding mountains and bedrock inselbergs which
were the source of these sediments (White et al., 2009). The calcrete cement was
visible on both the up-thrown and down-thrown surfaces. Dessication cracks, similar
to Fig. 3.8, were also present in the upper 1 - 5 cm of the calcretized sediments. In
areas of large accumulations of calcrete, millimeter scale laminations were observed
(Fig. 3.8 IV). Furthermore, these laminations were not present throughout the unit.
On an exposed section of the calcretized scarp, horizons were evident on the scarp
face but laminations were not present on all of these horizons.
The scarp morphology changes 2 km south of Hebron farm house (Fig. 3.6).
This occurs within a lithological change where three generations of alluvial fans
(the central fans, Fig. 3.5) have been deposited on top of the calcrete-cemented
breccia-conglomerate. The scarp becomes less sharp with a more rounded crest and
the accumulation of debris on the down-thrown surface is greater. There is still
a free face, albeit only on a portion of the scarp. This resembles the description
of intermediate scarps made by White et al. (2009) However, the scarp height still
continues to increase as you move south. The geological unit is still the Karpfenkliff
breccia-conglomerate (White et al., 2009), however, the clast lithology has changed
to become primarily Sinclair Sequence lithologies from the hills located to the north,
with very few clasts of Nama Group rocks. The clasts are still cemented with
calcrete, although there appears to be less cementation between clasts.
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Figure 3.9: Photographs of the fault scarp near the Hebron Farm.
(I) The intermediate scarp morphology. A steep free face is still present although
there is also a considerable accumulation of material from the fault crest on the
down-thrown surface.
(II) The sharp scarp morphology with a large free face and sharp fault crest.
(III) A close up look at the calcrete-cemented breccia-conglomerate that the fault
is cutting through.
(IV) Calcrete-cemented breccia-conglomerate. Note, the amount of calcrete cement
varies along the length of the fault.
There are at least three generations of alluvial fans in this area. With at least one of
these generations being deposited on the down-thrown surface. The reduced scarp
height readings from these post faulting fans (Fig. 2.14) could explain some of the
variation in scarp height values observed (Fig. 3.19).
There is an outcrop of the Proterozoic Sinclair Group basement in the center
of the fault between the Hyas and Hebron Farms (Fig. 3.6). The scarp in this
area is continuous with the scarp running through other units, indicating that the
scarp in the calcretized breccia-conglomerates represents a fault plane that extends
down into a single basement fault (White et al., 2009). The scarp morphology in
the basement rock shows a clearly defined free face with a dip of 70◦. The dip
appears to be parallel to the bedding planes of the Sinclair Sequence quartzite in
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this location. Striations were observed on this face, indicating a dip of 70◦ and a
nearly pure dip-slip vector. The quartzite is brecciated in the region of the fault and
it is likely to be an old structure which has been recently re-activated to produce
the scarp.
The fault scarp south of Hyas Farm is interspersed with sections (about 2 km
long) of the sharp and intermediate scarp types described by White et al. (2009).
There are several small, 10 - 50 m wide, grabens on the down-thrown surface formed
by antithetic faulting. Additionally, alluvial fans which have been deposited on
the down-thrown surface are present — which introduces variation in the scarp
heights. The scarp in the step-over zone (Section 3.3.2) was described as diffuse,
with a uniformly sloping ramp and a low slope angle of around 15◦, by White et al.
(2009). These slope values are corroborated by the values calculated using our DEM,
although in some sections, with more calcrete present on the up-thrown surface, a
free face of ≤ 1 m is visible.
South of the step-over zone, the scarp is interspersed with intermediate and
diffuse scarp morphologies as the fault continues to run through calcretized breccia-
conglomerates. However, within the Neuhof reserve, the lithology changes to a sandy
unit (E, Fig. 3.5) without any calcrete cement. The fault scarp goes from ≈ 8 m
high and relatively steep (60◦) intermediate morphology to 2 -3 m high and very
diffuse (60 - 80 m wide) within several hundred meters (Fig. 3.10). White et al.
(2009) did not observe a scarp in this area, however, a lineation can be traced using
the high-resolution Worldview-3 imagery. In addition cross sections taken from the
DEM show a diffuse scarp with a slope angle of around 10◦. This dramatic change
in scarp height occurs at a lithological boundary between a calcrete-cemented unit
(F) and a relatively unconsolidated sandy unit (M). Thus, the height of the scarp
appears to be controlled by the amount of calcrete present on the offset surfaces. The
calcrete being more resistent to erosion allows the fault scarp to be better preserved,
so much so that in several places that are highly calcretized the fault scarp is near
vertical without a rounded fault crest.
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Figure 3.10: Fadeaway zone in the Neuhof Reserve. (A) Photo showing the decrease
in scarp height from ≈ 8 m to 2.5 m within several hundred meters. (B) Satellite
image with the sedimentary map overlaid of the area.
South of this non-calcretized unit, the fault runs through an inselberg of Pro-
terozoic basement (Fig. 3.6) where the scarp once again displays a clear free face
within the basement rock. South of the inselberg the scarp morphology is largely
that of the intermediate category grading into the diffuse scarp with slope angles
decreasing southwards. Eventually, the fault trace fades away towards the far south
of the DEM (Fig. 3.1).
3.3.2 Step-over zone
When looking at the scarp heights individually, the scarp heights are subdued in
the area where the scarp segments step-over, near the center of the DEM (Fig. 3.6).
Although when the scarp heights for each strand of the fault are added together,
the scarp height is very similar to the values found in the scarp directly north and
south of the step-over (See Fig. 3.19). Thus there was an equal transfer of slip that
was dispersed over the two fault strands and this is in agreement with observations
made by White et al. (2009).
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3.4 Lateral Offsets
Previous work on Hebron interpreted the Hebron Fault to have a sense of right-lateral
motion in addition to normal faulting (Viola et al., 2005). In order to determine
if there was evidence of strike-slip motion using our DEM, displacements in the 73
channels crossing the fault scarp were measured. The following figures (3.11, 3.12)
show the imagery, with the DEM derived channels being shifted north to allow
for comparison with the channels in the imagery. Each of these figures displays
numerous channels with no lateral offsets and at least one channel that displays an
apparent offset.
Figure 3.11: River channels for a segment of the field area directly to the south of the
step-over zone, see inset at top right. The blue lines, representing the mapped river
channels have been shifted to the north by 100 m in order to allow for comparison
to be made between the channel extracted from the DEM and the channel visible
in the imagery.
In the case of the apparent offset at point A on Fig. 3.11, the sense of offset is
sinistral. However, the streams directly to the south of A show no sense of motion.
There is a possibility that the stream at A changed direction as a result of the small
graben creating a new lower level along which the stream could flow. The formation
of this graben may be due to the presence of a parallel antithetic fault, causing
the block between the two faults to be down-thrown (Fig. 2.14) creating a shallow
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trough which may divert channels and cause pooling, forming ponds during times
of rainfall.
Figure 3.12: (I) River channels that cross the fault scarp in the central zone of the
field area, in the Hyas Farm (See inset). There is one channel, B, that appears to
have been offset but this is a change in channel direction as a result of an alluvial fan
deposited on the down-thrown block. (II) River channels that cross the fault scarp
in the central part of the field area, south of Hebron Farm (See inset). Channel C
appears to have some horizontal offset, however, the channels directly to the south
show no such movement. The apparent offset may be due to a change in channel
on the down-thrown side of the fault. The blue lines, representing the mapped river
channels have been shifted to the north by 100 m in order to allow for comparison
to be made between the channel extracted from the DEM and the channel visible
in the imagery.
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In the case of point B (Fig. 3.12 I), the sense of motion is dextral, however, once
again the rivers in close proximity to point B show no sense of motion. This is a
case where the river has changed directions after the fault scarp formed as a result
of an alluvial fan being deposited on the down-thrown surface. The offset in point
C (Fig. 3.12 II) appears to occur behind the fault scarp and thus may not be an
offset but rather a change in stream direction due to some other factor.
The lateral offsets observed on stream channels are plotted on Fig. 3.13. This
plot shows a mix of both sinistral and dextral senses of motion, with little systematic
preference in the amount or type (sinistral or dextral) of offset. Furthermore, these
offsets are often surrounded by channels of similar maturity that do not display any
offsets. The implication is that the offsets in Fig. 3.13 are attributed to channels
changing course on the down-thrown surface, often as a result of the deposition of
an alluvial fan, rather than the effect of horizontal motion on the fault plane.
Figure 3.13: Apparent offset measured on channels crossing the fault scarp within
the DEM area. Positive offsets infer a dextral sense of motion while negative values
infer a sinistral motion. The channel of the Tsauchab river is shown in blue.
The 13 channels that were clearly on a post-faulting alluvial fan (like B on Fig.
3.12) were removed from Fig. 3.13. The plot starts measuring distance along the
fault in the NW segment near Sesriem. The majority of the channels show no offset
and so plot along the zero line in Fig. 3.13. However, there are several channels
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with apparent offsets, the majority of these are small but there are several larger
offsets, the largest being ≈ 50 m. These apparent offsets are unlikely to be the
result of strike-slip movement on the fault. For one, the channel displacements
reflect opposing senses of motion, sometimes changing from one channel to the next.
The mean value of these apparent offsets is 1.6 m, with a sinistral sense of direction.
The standard deviation was 12.33 m. The large (≈ 50 m) apparent offsets are likely
due to the fault, and the associated small graben, changing the course of several
streams.
Variations in strike
The north western segment of the fault scarp, south of Sesriem (Fig. 3.6), follows
a different strike (138◦) to the other fault segments (125 - 130◦)(Fig. 3.14). This
segment was not included in the study by White et al. (2009), presumably because
the fault scarp is much lower and less continuous in this area. The segment ap-
pears to be comprised of smaller fault segments that have a left stepping geometry
suggesting a component of right-lateral slip due to the different strike angle.
Figure 3.14: Discrete scarps (red lines) in the central area of the NW fault segment
instead of a continuous fault scarp (dashed black line), this pattern is characteristic
of strike-slip motion
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From the middle of this segment, the scarp does not follow a single continuous
line but rather several smaller discrete lines that have a left-stepping geometry (Fig.
3.14). This continues until the scarp is cut off and hidden by the Tsauchab river
channel.
3.5 Knickpoint Analysis
The elevation profiles for 23 streams that cross the fault scarp were extracted and
used in the knickpoint analysis. This included 6 rivers which run through the step-
over zone and pass through both fault scarps. The remaining 17 river channels were
distributed along the length of the fault scarp as much as possible (Fig. 3.15). There
are considerably fewer stream channels in the far south and north of the fault scarp,
although since the scarp is also lower in these regions, any knickpoints present may
be harder to detect.
For the 6 streams that run through the step-over zone, thus crossing the fault
scarp twice, a maximum of 2 knickpoints were found. For the other 14 streams,
there were only 2 cases where two clear knickpoints were discernable, these were
streams R (Fig. 3.16) and Q (Fig. 3.15). These streams are located next to one
another in the southern section of the DEM, near the fadeaway zone (Fig. 3.10).
The remaining 12 streams all contained a single knickpoint. In 5 of these cases the
knickpoint had not migrated very far from the fault scarp (G, I and J in Fig. 3.15
and K and W in Fig. 3.16). Fig. 3.15 shows 6 river profiles arranged from north
to south and Fig. 3.16 shows three profiles from the step-over zone as well as three
additional profiles from the southern section of the fault.
Minor knickpoints can be seen on many of the longitudinal profiles. These small
knicks are interpreted to be due to noise on the DEM. This may be due to the
presence of small bushes, shrubs or boulder in the stream channel, that create a
bump on the surface of the DEM which may have been included when extracting
the river profiles. These features cause a positive and negative change in slope value
(∆m, the red line on Fig. 3.15 and 3.16). This is in contrast to modelled knickpoints
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which show only a positive change in slope 2.2.3. The positive and negative slope
change signals for each profiles have been marked as green triangles on Fig. 3.15
and 3.16 to indicate anomalies that are due to trees, boulders and imperfections in
the DEM.
Figure 3.15: Longitudinal stream profiles for 6 of the selected streams. The profiles
are shown in blue and the change of slope is displayed in red. The dotted black
line indicates the approximate location of the fault scarp. The profiles show some
migration of the knickpoint backwards away from the scarp, this is displayed near
the knickpoint which is marked by a black inverted triangle. The green inverted
triangles are apparent knickpoints due to trees, boulders or imperfections in the
DEM.
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Figure 3.16: Longitudinal stream profiles for 6 more of the selected streams. Three
of the streams displayed (K, O and T) run through both fault scarps in the step-
over zone. The profiles are shown in blue and the change of slope is displayed in
red. The dotted black line indicates the approximate location of the fault scarp.
The profiles show some migration of the knickpoint backwards away from the scarp,
this is displayed near the knickpoint which is marked by a black inverted triangle.
The green inverted triangles are apparent knickpoints due to trees, boulders or
imperfections in the DEM.
The plots for all 23 profiles can be found in Appendix B.
3.6 Vertical Offsets
Examples of how the Matlab function performed can be found in Figure 3.17. The
function was run for a total of 160 cross sections, at an average spacing of 250 m along
the fault. In most cases, the fault scarp was clearly evident on the cross sections.
Most of the up-thrown and down-thrown surfaces were also near planar and thus the
linear regression worked well when fitting the planes. However, in some cases the
fitted planes were not that well aligned with the surfaces that they were supposed to
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Figure 3.17: Example cross sections. The blue lines are the cross sectional profiles
extracted from the DEM. The red lines are the fitted planes to the down-thrown
and up-thrown surfaces. The location of each cross section is shown on the minimap
to the left of the plots.
be representing (Fig. 3.18). These cases were assessed visually to classify whether
the measured offset was either an under-estimate or an over-estimate. Figure 3.18
displays examples of an under and over-estimated scarp height.
From the 160 measurements a subtotal of 112 were good measurements, 35 were
under-estimates and 13 were over-estimates. Overall, the function worked fairly
well with 70% of measurements being classified “good”. The good estimates were
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Figure 3.18: Example cross sections that were categorized as an under-estimate
(left) and an over-estimate (right)
used to calculate the slip on the fault, See Appendix D for plots of all these cross
sections. The cases where the scarp height was poorly estimated were generally
areas where compromises had been made in order to place a cross section in that
position. In other words, some of the criteria used to select the cross section were
not completely fulfilled (Section 2.3.1). A plot of the scarp height results of the
MATLAB cross_section function with distance along the fault can be found in the
top panel of Figure 3.19. The bottom panel displays the slip values associated with
these scarp heights that were calculated assuming a fault dip of 60◦. The average
value for the good estimates of scarp height was 5.03 m with a standard deviation
of 1.51 m. The maximum value was 8.86 m while the 95th and 90th percentiles of
the good estimates were 7.67 m and 7.22 m respectively.
Slip Distribution
The slip values were calculated from the good estimates of scarp heights, with several
assumptions of dip angle. The results of which are plotted on Figure 3.19. The
scarp heights were taken as the pure vertical component of the slip, i.e. the heave.
Assuming a fault dip of 60◦, the average slip value was 5.81 m with a standard
deviation of 1.82 m. The maximum, 95th and 90th percentile values were 10.02 m,
8.86 m and 8.34 m respectively.
The distribution of the scarp heights and subsequently, the slip values, fit a single
arc shaped rupture (Fig. 3.19 B). The values towards either end of the fault are
the lowest, the northern edge has the lowest values overall. These measurements
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increase as you approach the central region to eventually reach a maximum roughly
in the middle of the fault. The curve displayed in Fig. 3.19 B is a sum of sine curve
which fits the upper limit of the slip values found along the fault. A sum of sine
curve fits a line to periodic functions according to the number of terms (n). For the
slip distribution on the Hebron Fault, n was equal to 1 as the slip values could be
constrained by a single arc — rather than two or more.
Figure 3.19: (A) Scarp heights as measured from cross sectional profiles along the
length of the fault. The measurements start in the NW of the DEM and moves
SE. The measurements have been categorized by visual examination as either an
under (blue), over (pink) or good (black) estimate of scarp height. The black line
represents the moving mean for these scarp heights with a bin width of 30 values.
Furthermore, the locations of various places of interest have been highlighted with
different colours. (B) This plot shows the slip calculated from the scarp heights
using fault dips of 50 - 70◦. The dashed line represents an idealized rupture curve -
note that despite some variability the slip values are well constrained by this curve.
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There are no measurements where the fault scarp runs through the Tsauchab
River channel, because the river has eroded through the fault scarp completely. The
measurements taken where the fault scarp cuts through the exposed Proterozoic
basement rocks, as well as the step-over zone, seem to have the same magnitude and
variation in values as the other measurements that are located near to these zones.
3.7 Dip Calculation
Figure 3.20: Calculation of fault dip from satellite imagery
The dip of the fault near the surface was measured to be dipping at 74◦ to the south
west. This measurement was taken using the satellite imagery on a inselberg of
Sinclair Group basement within the Neuhof Reserve (Fig. 3.6). The measurements of
horizontal (∆x) and vertical (∆z) differences can be found in the bottom left corner
of Figure 3.20. This is in agreement with the values of 70◦ - 75◦ with the same dip-
direction, obtained from measurements taken from striations in the exposed Sinclair




4.1.1 Comparison to other studies
This study produced a DEM with a 0.5 m cell size from stereoscopic, panchromatic
Worldview-3 satellite imagery with a resolution of 0.33 m. This allowed for sub-
meter measurements to be made on the Hebron fault scarp. Other studies of fault
scarps have used a variety of DEMs with resolutions ranging from 12 m (Hodge,
2018) to 1 m (Bi et al., 2018; Cochran and Spotila, 2017) that were derived from
several different methods. I believe this is the first DEM to use WorldView-3 imagery
in order to study a fault scarp. Namibia makes a good case study because the arid
climate and low erosion rates can be expected to preserve the record of ancient fault
ruptures well.
The 12 m resolution DEM used by Hodge (2018) was the commercially available
TanDEM-X 12 m, purchased from the German Aerospace Center (DLR). This DEM
and other global DEMs, such as the SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission),
have been used in geomorphological studies of large areas, for which producing
high-resolution DEMs may prove too expensive and difficult to store. The vertical
resolutions of these DEMs range from 2 m for Tan-DEM X (Zink et al., 2014) and ca.
10 m for SRTM (Gorokhovich and Voustianiouk, 2006). This, in addition with their
fairly large cell sizes, imply that any measurements made from these models come
with a large amount of uncertainty. As such, determining the height of a fault scarp
with varying morphology can prove difficult when using these lower resolution DEMs
(Hodge, 2018). Lower resolution DEMs can be useful in tectonic geomorphological
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studies, they are often used to identify faults and fault-linkage features over large
areas (White et al., 2009; Hodge, 2018).
Other studies of fault scarps that have used satellite imagery to produce DEMs
include Hodge (2018); Bi et al. (2018); Grützner et al. (2017); Middleton et al. (2015)
and Zhou et al. (2015). Among satellite-derived DEMs, the DEMs derived from
Worldview-3 satellite imagery have some of the highest resolutions, due to its very
high-resolution panchromatic imagery. The accuracy of DEMs derived from these
images is also good, with an absolute vertical accuracy of 2.61 m and a standard
deviation of 0.49 m without GCPs. This is significantly improved to 0.27 m vertical
accuracy and 0.36 m standard deviation by including 5 GCPs (Hu et al., 2016). In
this study, we estimate that the vertical accuracy produced here is similar to this,
as a minimum of 5 GCPs were included for each scene (Fig. 2.6).
DEMs obtained from LiDAR acquisitions can have much higher resolutions than
that available from satellite imagery. Vadman (2019) produced a point-cloud with a
density of 11.21 pts/m2 for an area of 80 km2. This is significantly higher than the
point density of 0.5 - 1 pts/m2 from our point-cloud. Similarly, DEMs produced us-
ing drone photogrammetry are also a higher resolution than satellite-derived DEMs.
In smaller areas of interest, the resolution of DEMs produced by drone photogram-
metry may be equal to that of DEMs produced by LiDAR surveys, at significantly
less cost.
4.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of satellite imagery
Generating DEMs from satellite images can vary significantly depending on the
imagery used, such as GEO-EYE, Pleiades or Worldview-1, 2 and 3 etc. As the res-
olution of the imagery varies between these satellites, so too would the quality of the
DEM produced. However, as VHR (very high resolution) satellite imagery becomes
more accessible (Hashim and Deilami, 2011), the quality of DEMs produced should
also improve, with the range in errors decreasing. A factor that must be considered
is the cost of this imagery. At present, VHR satellite imagery is only commercially
available and the cost of this scales with the size of the area required. Additional
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complications in using satellite imagery include the storage and processing of large
data-sets (Hodge, 2018). As such, lower resolution imagery is still used in order to
mitigate some of these problems, especially when covering large areas.
Unlike satellite imagery, LiDAR surveys are able to easily classify the points
obtained by looking for latest returns in a pixel and can thus remove the vegetation
from the surface of the DEM (Haugerud et al., 2003). Satellite photogrammetry
based DEMs can also remove the effect of vegetation, but this requires laborious
manual DEM editing (Höhle, 2013). This is sometimes necessary in relatively veg-
etated areas where trees and shrubs may obscure and hide parts of the surface.
However, the Hebron fault is located in an arid area, with very little ground cover.
Thus, with minimal vegetation obscuring the fault, Hebron provided an ideal case
for the use of a photogrammetry derived DEM. A LiDAR survey would have yielded
a higher resolution DEM, however, this was not necessary to carry out the analysis
and would have been considerably more expensive.
A drone photogrammetry project would be able to produce similar resolutions
to LiDAR at a much lower cost (Eisenbeiss, 2009). Although, when using drone
photogrammetry over large areas, significant time in the field is needed in order
to take the hundreds to thousands of photographs required. Additionally, flying a
drone in part of the field area would have been very difficult due to strict Namibian
legislation concerning UAVs, exacerbated by the presence of a small airport located
very close to the northern segment of the fault scarp. An alternate image source
that was not available was aerial photography. The Namibian National Spatial Data
Infrastructure only has aerial photographs of urban areas available to the public.
Unfortunately, the Hebron Fault is located well away from these urban centers.
While there were some issues with voids in the final product (due to non-
vegetated, flat, low-contrast surfaces on which few points were generated) this did
not hinder the analysis in a significant way. A possible improvement could have been
to use a drone to produce small DEMs for each of the areas with voids. This would
allow for a more complete coverage throughout the field area. Furthermore, higher
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resolution DEMs could have been produced for areas of interest along the fault scarp
— allowing for more detailed geomorphology analysis. However, this was not acted
upon due to legislative barriers. This study’s DEM has a similar resolution to other
studies of fault scarp geomorphology. Additionally, the DEM produced in this study
has higher resolution and lower vertical error than of DEMs produced from other
VHR satellites due to the use of WorldView-3 imagery.
4.2 Variations in strike
The north-western segment of the fault scarp, located north of the Tsauchab river,
follows a slightly different strike (138◦) than that of the other scarp segments (125-
130◦, Fig. 3.14). This right-lateral stepping behaviour is typically associated with
strike-slip movement, most likely due to the non-parallel orientation of the strike in
this area with the rest of the fault.
If it is assumed that the Hebron fault is a pure normal fault, with the slip vector
perpendicular to the mean strike in the main segment, the amount of strike-slip
motion expected for this limb can be calculated. The mean strike of the main
segment of the fault is ≈128◦ and the average slip (s) is 5.81 m (Section 3.6). The
slip would have a direction of 38◦ ,assuming a rake of -90◦ for pure normal slip.
The horizontal (strike-slip) component of the slip (sxy) can then be calculated using
sxy = s.cos(θ). The strike slip component was thus calculated to be 0.7 m for this
NW segment, with a dip-slip component (vertical component of slip, sz) of 5.7 m.
It may have been similar features to this that led to the interpretation by Viola
et al. (2005) that Hebron has a right lateral component. However, we only observed
this behaviour in a relatively small portion of the north western segment, within an
area of a different strike to the main scarp segments.
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4.3 Number of events
If the fault scarp was created during a single event, this would represent an earth-
quake much larger than the maximum magnitude that would be expected for a nor-
mal earthquake in a region like Namibia. Previous studies (White et al., 2009; Viola
et al., 2005) assumed that the scarp at Hebron was formed as a result of several
earthquakes. We test this assumption through several geomorphological analyses
including the relationship between the lithology and scarp height, knickpoints, slip
distribution and the slip-to-length ratio. There is however, no definitive way to prove
a single event origin, there are several geomorphological features that can be used
as evidence for a multiple event hypothesis. Despite this, after performing several
of these types of analyses, the results collected have consistently pointed towards a
single rather than a multiple event origin for the Hebron fault.
4.3.1 Scarp height and calcretization
The height of the fault scarp appears to be controlled by the characteristics and de-
gree of consolidation of the sediments that the fault is passing through. Specifically,
the amount of calcrete-silcrete cement present controls the scarp height when the
fault is passing through the Karpfenkliff breccia-conglomerates that make up the
majority of the field area. Where there is more calcrete-silcrete cement, the scarp
morphology is sharper and steeper than when compared with surrounding areas with
lower amounts of calcretization. A good case study of this phenomenon is at the
contact between the calcretized unit F and the non-calcretized unit M, where the
scarp height and morphology changes dramatically (Fig. 3.10).
The fault scarp is broadly defined in two lithologies, the Karpfenkliff breccia-
conglomerates and outcrops of Sinclair Sequence basement. However, the Karpfen-
kliff unit has been reworked in several places along the scarp, with the deposition
of alluvial fans. Some of these fans show lower scarp heights, but in these cases the
fans have been deposited on the hanging wall and have thus reduced the measured
scarp height (Fig. 2.14).
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Case study of alluvial fan generations
Figure 4.1: Three generations of alluvial fans
The presence of three generations of alluvial fans in the central section of the fault
(Fig. 4.1) allows a comparison of scarp height and sediment age to be made. Two
of these alluvial fans pre-date the scarp (A and B) and are thus displaced by the
fault. The most recent generation (C) was deposited after the scarp formed with the
alluvial fan being deposited on the down-thrown surface. If there have been several
earthquakes, and some of these events occurred before the deposition of the younger
fan generations, then the oldest fan generation would have accumulated more slip
than the younger generations and thus would exhibit a higher scarp height.
The scarp height for the most recent fan was lower than that of the older fans.
However, this was expected because the fan was deposited on the down-thrown
surface. As such, the measured offset was less than the true offset (Fig. 2.14). The
scarp height along the intermediate fan (5.1 m) was not significantly different, on
average, than the scarp on the oldest alluvial fan (5.0 m) with the difference of 0.1
m being within the rangle of error. Thus, there have been no events between the
formation of these fans as fan A not accumulated any more slip than fan B.
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4.3.2 Knickpoints
Knickpoints are often used as geomorphological indicators of earthquakes. A single
tectonic movement can create a knickpoint which then retreats towards the source
(Section 2.2.3). Multiple earthquakes, separated by enough time for a knickpoint
to retreat sufficiently, can stack knickpoints at various points along the length of
the river’s longitudinal profile (Fig. 2.11). This is dependant on the rate at which
knickpoints retreat back along the profile, which in turn, is dependant on the amount
of erosion. South west Namibia is very arid with very low erosion rates of 3.6 ±
1.9 m Myr−1 (Bierman and Caffee, 2001), thus it is unlikely that any knickpoints
generated in the late Pleistocene to recent era would have retreated completely
and allowed the river’s profile to reach equilibrium once more. There is a good
possibility that multiple earthquakes would be recorded in the longitudinal profiles
of rivers crossing the fault scarps. Of the 23 profiles examined, only two examples
(R and Q, Fig. 3.15) had more than one knickpoint. This may have formed due to a
number of reasons discussed below. The other exceptions to this were the streams in
the step-over zone which passed through two scarps. These all had at least a single
knickpoint and at most two, corresponding to the number of scarps the stream has
passed through. All of the profiles examined can be seen in Appendix B.
Case study: knickpoints in R and Q
Rivers R and Q are located next to one another within the Neuhof Reserve in
the southern section of the fault scarp (Fig. 3.6). They are close to the lithological
boundary between the calcrete-cemented breccia-conglomerates (Unit F) and a non-
calcretized sedimentary unit (Unit M, Fig. 3.10). Due to their relative proximity,
the factors that produced the knickpoints on these neighboring profiles are most
likely the same.
Since the number of knickpoints found along the longitudinal profile of a river
can be used to infer the minimum number of dip-slip earthquakes that have occurred
in that area (Burbank and Anderson, 2012). One explanation for the presence of two
knickpoints in these profiles is that the section of the fault scarp along these rivers
has ruptured at least twice. The southern section of the fault may have ruptured first
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with the northern scarp segments rupturing in subsequent events. The plausibility
of this is further discussed in Section 4.3.3.
Figure 4.2: Close up look at the knickpoints on Q and R.
(A) Location of the first knickpoint, closest to the fault scarp, on stream Q.
(B) Second knickpoint location on stream Q
(C) Location of knickpoints on stream R
(D) Overview of both steams, the location of the knickpoints and the gradational
contact between units M and F.
A tectonic movement is not the only mechanism that can create a knickpoint.
Another process known to cause knickpoints is a difference in the resistance of
lithological units. Specifically, a more erosion resistent unit being located above
a less resistent unit. As the lower unit erodes faster, the harder capping unit is
undercut and a knickpoint is formed (Burbank and Anderson, 2012). Unit F is a
calcrete-cemented breccia-conglomerate which has already been shown to be more
resistent than unit M (Fig. 3.10), as unit F preserves the scarp height much better
than unit M. As such, the calcrete cement acts as the harder cap layer with less
erosion resistant material below it. This works particularly well in the case of river Q,
which runs along the contact between the two units (Fig. 4.2 D). Field observations
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of the contact confirmed that it is gradational, with the amount of calcrete present
decreasing over several hundred meters. The decrease in scarp height (Fig. 3.10)
over this distance is likely a result of this lithological change. Thus, while R is south
of the contact, there is still a layer of calcrete on the upper surface near R, which is
responsible for one of the knickpoints.
It is possible that despite multiple events occurring in the formation of the fault
scarp, there is only one knickpoint. This could happen if the rate of knickpoint
retreat was very slow. And thus the knickpoint observed may actually be the result
of several knickpoints that have only retreated a short distance from the fault scarp,
this is an unlikely case for Hebron, despite that some knickpoints have only retreated
a short distance.
4.3.3 Slip distribution
Figure 4.3: Model of fault growth for an unrestricted fault over multiple events,
adapted from (Burbank and Anderson, 2012). Note that the shape of the displace-
ment is bow-shaped
The study of fault displacement patterns is also used to estimate the number of
earthquakes that have occurred on a given fault or fault segment. In order to
do this, the shape of the rupture is used, measured as slip along the length of the
fault. A fault with unrestricted horizontal growth will result in a bow-shaped profile
(Burbank and Anderson, 2012) with each event increasing the length and height of
the profile (Fig. 4.3). If the fault encounters an obstacle and thus only grows
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in one direction, the profile is an asymmetric triangle (Burbank and Anderson,
2012). As a fault may form more than one segment, an older segment will have
already accumulated slip relative to younger segments, having experienced more
earthquakes. Thus, in fault scarps that formed as the result of several events, several
rupture arcs may be identified, often being recorded on surfaces with different ages,
allowing the amount of slip for separate events to be determined.
Cumulative probability density functions are often calculated for displacements
along the fault. A normal distribution and standard deviation is assumed for indi-
vidual offset values, based on uncertainty in measurement (McGill and Sieh, 1991).
These distributions are then overlaid to produce plots like the top left panel on Fig.
4.4. The peaks in these plots are interpreted to correlate to previous rupture events,
with the number of peaks indicating the number of past earthquakes (Bi et al., 2018;
Zielke et al., 2010). However, it is possible for a cumulative offset measurement to
be mis-interpreted as a single event offset (Zielke et al., 2010). This method is used
in circumstances where the scarp height values show a lot of variation, particularly
with different surfaces as is the case in Bi et al. (2018)(Fig. 4.4 A). In this study
(Fig. 4.4 B), we did not observe a distinguishable difference in offset according to
surface age (Section 4.3.1). As such, it was not advantageous to calculate cumulative
density functions.
In Fig. 4.4 B, the slip values are lower on either edge of the fault trace and
increase towards the center. The shape of the slip values from the Hebron fault can
be constrained by a single, symmetrical arc. While there is some variability in these
measurements, this is most likely due to different degrees of scarp preservation (due
to degree of calcretization, fans deposited on the hanging wall etc.) rather than the
effect of several rupturing events. The slip distribution is very similar to the shape
described by the propagating fault model (Rotevatn et al., 2018). If the fault was
the result of several rupturing events, then it is expected that the length would have
increased. The presence of three, right-stepping, discrete fault segments may be
evidence of this lengthening (Fig. 1.3). Subsequent events creating new segments
should increase the amount of slip on the existing segments. However, there should
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Figure 4.4: (A) Plot of slip against distance along fault from Bi et al. (2018). On
the left hand side is the cumulative density function, used to distinguish multiple
events in the plot.
(B) Plot of slip (calculated for a dip of 60◦) against distance for Hebron (this study).
Note that the shape of the slip values for this study are much more consistent with
a single rupture arc
be a segment with more slip than the other two segments. This is not the case
for the Hebron fault where the segments, with the exception of the off-strike NW
segment, show similar amounts of slip, with peak values close to the step-over zone
between two of these segments. The lower scarp heights in this segment may be due
to strike-slip motion in addition to dip slip (Section 4.2). Furthermore, the step-
over zone in the center of the fault displays overlapping segments with a cumulative
displacement that is equal to the main segments to either side, indicating that these
segments formed simultaneously, rather than in subsequent events (Zhang et al.,
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1991).
The cause of single fault segmentation is thought to be related to seismogenic
thickness. Fault segments are 20 - 30 km long in areas such as the Basin and Range
Province where seismogenic thicknesses are c. 15km (Walker et al., 2017). While
in areas with greater seismogenic thicknesses (>30 km), such as the East African
Rift, fault segments can reach lengths of 100 km (Jackson and Blenkinsop, 1997).
The longest segment on the Hebron fault is 22 km. An estimate of the depth of
seismicity in this area is ≈ 17 km (Section 4.4), in which case, the length of the
fault segments could be controlled by the seismogenic thickness rather than being
the results of several events.
4.3.4 Slip-to-length ratio
Figure 4.5: Slip-to-length ratios of intra-plate and SCR earthquakes (yellow) com-
pared to inter-plate events (red). This studies results for Hebron are plotted as a
pink star. The lines represent slip-to-length ratios from the literature as well as this
study. See Appendix E for a table of events.
The relationships between different earthquake source parameters are used to predict
a dependant parameter from an independent source parameter (Wells and Copper-
smith, 1994). Fault scaling relationships are now used for a plethora of forecasts,
including the maximum size earthquake that a given fault could produce (Equation
1.1) as well as the amount of slip that can be expected in a single event. A number
of compilations, such as Wells and Coppersmith (1994), have been produced in order
to determine the relationship between parameters like magnitude, rupture lengths
and displacements. The ratio of the length of a surface rupture to the amount of
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displacement, the slip-to-length ratio, has been found to generally be around 2.5 x
10−5 (Cowie and Scholz, 1992). Although, studies which have compared the slip-
to-length ratio of interplate earthquakes to intraplate earthquakes, such as Scholz
et al. (1986), have found that intraplate events can have higher ratios with higher
stress drops — six that of an equivalent interplate event.
Hebrons’ slip to length ratio implied by White et al. (2009) was 2.3 x 10−4. The
slip-to-length ratio determined by this study was 2 x 10−4. These ratios for Hebron
are an order of magnitude higher than the generally accepted average slip-to-length
ratio for a single earthquake. As such, White et al. (2009) interpreted that the scarp
at Hebron formed as a result of several events, each accumulating more slip but not
increasing the length of the rupture significantly. This was used to explain the high
slip-to-length ratio.
The majority of fault scaling compilations are predominantly comprised of inter-
plate earthquakes. This is not surprising, considering that inter-plate events make
up most of the seismicity observed on earth (Section 1.2). However, the Hebron Fault
is within a stable continental region and thus the fault scaling relationships may be
different to inter-plate conditions. In order to assess this, a compilation of slip-
to-length ratios for SCR earthquakes was gathered from the literature (Appendix
E) which was then compared to a compilation of inter-plate events from Wells and
Coppersmith (1994) (Fig. 4.5).
On Fig. 4.5 the SCR events plot, on average, higher than the inter-plate events.
Often with values near 2 x 10−4 and, in some cases, above this ratio. The slip-to-
length ratio for the Hebron fault fits well within the range of values observed for other
intra-plate and SCR events. This is in line with slip-to-length ratios having an upper
bound of around 2 x 10−4 (Scholz, 2019). Additionally, the relationship between
the mean and maximum slip is that smax = 2*smean. This is in agreement with
Manighetti et al. (2005), who characterized slip distributions from 44 earthquakes
with triangular slip distributions. It must be noted that almost half of our intraplate
and SCR events come from a compilation of post-glacial faults (Stevens, 2019). The
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higher slip-to-length ratios found within intraplate settings places the slip-to-length
ratio for Hebron is well within the expected range for a single event. Furthermore,
fault scaling relationships in intraplate and stable continental regions do behave
differently to inter-plate areas, warranting further research.
4.3.5 Strain rate
One hypothesis for large earthquakes in SCRs is that stress accumulates slowly over
large periods of time due to steady plate motions before being released when the
coefficient of friction is overcome (Kanamori and Brodsky, 2004). Thus, the rate of
accumulation of strain, or strain rate, could be used to infer whether multiple events
could possibly have been generated on the Hebron Fault since it was reactivated ≈ 20
- 40 ka (White et al., 2009). If the strain rate over the last 40 kyr is enough to produce
the amount of slip visible on the scarp, then multiple events could have occurred in
the last 40 kyr. However, if the strain rate is very low and the loading (accumulation)
period is greater than the last 40 kyr, then a multiple event hypothesis can be ruled
out.
Unfortunately, the strain rate for Namibia is not well constrained. Saria et al.
(2013) found an upper-bound on strain rate of 0.6 mm/yr (with a maximum residual
of 1 mm) for southern Africa, although only one of their GPS stations (Windhoek)
was located in Namibia. Despite this, if a low horizontal strain rate of 0.1 mm is
assumed (with the current instrumentation and timeline for GPS measurements in
Africa, measurements with this level of accuracy would not be possible.) a conser-
vative amount of accumulation can be calculated. At this very low strain rate, over
40 kyr a total of 4 m would have been accumulated (horizontally). At this rate of
accumulation, it would be possible for multiple events to have occurred. This is
dependant on the age of the fault reactivation as determined by White et al. (2009).
However, if the fault was considerably younger (10 - 20 kyr), then not enough strain
would have been accumulated to account for multiple events to have been generated.
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4.4 Current seismicity on the fault
In this section I investigate whether existing microseismic earthquake locations can
be used to constrain the large scale fault dip and seismogenic thickness in order to
estimate the potential size the earthquake that formed the fault scarp.
Figure 4.6: Map view of station and event distribution from Kahle (2017). Triangles
represent the network stations and the red circles are earthquakes. Imagery courtesy
of Google Earth
The farm owners in the area around the Hebron Fault have felt occasional
tremors, indicating that there is still seismic activity along the fault. In 2017, a pas-
sive seismic network of 23 Omnirecs geophones was deployed for 3 months around
the Hebron Fault. The network had an average station spacing of 2km. The data
collected was processed by Kahle (2017) who identified and located a total of 78
events (Fig. 4.6 and 4.7).
These events clearly follow a plane dipping to the south west. Using the event
locations and depths from Kahle (2017), I fitted a plane of best fit using linear
regression, the results of which can be seen on Fig. 4.7.
In order to fit the plane to the events detected by the deployment, 20 of the 78
events were removed as they were located away from the network, far exceeding the
network spacing. The remaining 58 events within the geophone network were used
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Figure 4.7: (A) Selected events looking perpendicular to the fault. (B) Selected
events looking SE, along the strike of the fault.
to calculate the plane of best fit. The deepest event occurs at a depth of 17 km.
Thus the minimum seismogenic thickness for Hebron is 17 km. Furthermore, the
plane that was fitted to these events follows a dip of 55◦. This is lower than the
dip values that were observed (70◦) at the surface, as well as the value calculated
(74◦) from the satellite imagery. The value from the plane of best fit may better
approximate the dip of the fault below the surface, compared to the two surface
measurements (70◦ - 75◦). An average value of 60◦ was assumed for the fault as a
whole. This value was then used to calculate the amount of slip and estimate the
largest earthquake that the Hebron Fault could support (See Section 4.6). According
to the Andersonian theory of faulting, normal faults are not expected to have dips
of more than 60◦, although, it is possible for steeper planes to fail as shown by the
2006 Machaze earthquake in Mozambique (Copley et al., 2012).
4.5 Regional Perspective
In order for seismicity to occur within a tectonic plate, stresses need to accumulate
on the fault plane. There also need to be structures which can take up deformation
and allow this stress to be released during seismic events. The stress field present in
southern Namibia is dominated by the Wegener Stress Anomaly (WSA) (Fig. 4.8,
Andreoli et al. (1996)). This anomaly is the incompatibility of observed extensional
structures with the stress field implied from tectonic plate scale stresses. Namibia
is located in the African plate, There are mid-oceanic ridge (MOR) boundaries in
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the NE and SW of this plate (Fig. 4.8). From the location of these MORs, it
is expected that the interior of the plate will undergo compression in a NW-SE
orientation (Andreoli et al., 1996). The black bars, showing the direction of the
most compressive horizontal principle stresses (Bird et al., 2006), within the WSA
on Fig. 4.8 are all oriented roughly NW - SE, this is almost perpendicular to the
expected orientation from the tectonic boundaries. Evidence of this takes the form
of extensional structures with a NW - SE orientation, including the Hebron and
Dreylington faults as well as offshore mud volcanoes (Viola et al., 2005).
Figure 4.8: Wegener Stress Anomaly in southern Africa, strain indicators from Bird
et al. (2006), the black bars show the direction of the most compressive horizontal
principle stress (SHmax).
The presence of extension in this area, rather than compression must be con-
trolled by factors other than the plate architecture (Viola et al., 2005). The Great
Escarpment, the edge of the elevated plateau that comprises the interior of south-
ern Africa runs NW-SE in southern Namibia, parallel to the Hebron and Dreylingen
faults (Andreoli et al., 1996). The fault runs through the foothills of the escarpment.
Thus, it is potentially the horizontal forces generated from the Great Escarpment
that produced the extension observed within the Wegener Stress Anomaly. Simi-
larly, White et al. (2009) interpreted Hebron to have formed as a result of coastal
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gravitational collapse caused by instability associated with the African Superswell
(Partridge and Maud, 1987), which is one proposed mechanism for the formation
of the Great Escarpment. Furthermore, field observations of the fault plane fol-
lowing the bedding of the basement indicates that the fault has been re-activated
on previously existing structures. These structures may have developed during the
formation of Namaqua-Natal Metamorphic Province, 1 billion years ago during the
Mesoproterozoic (Eglington, 2006).
4.6 Seismic Hazard Assessment
Seismic hazard assessments attempt to estimate the amount of ground movement
that may occur in a particular area as a result of an earthquake (Bommer, 2002).
Ground movement can be calculated for a number of parameters, such as peak
ground acceleration (PGA) or spectral acceleration (SA). This is done by using
ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) and an estimate of the largest mag-
nitude earthquakes that could be expected within the areas of interest (Bommer and
Abrahamson, 2006). The location of faults in the area are important in determining
the largest earthquakes that could be supported. The hazard maps produced are
important for risk mitigation (Stein et al., 2012), both to existing infrastructure and
future projects (Mosca et al., 2019). There are two approaches to seismic hazard as-
sessment, namely PSHA and DSHA. The difference between these two is that DSHA
only takes into account a single, or perhaps several, earthquake scenarios (Bommer
and Abrahamson, 2006). PSHA takes into account the seismic record of the area
and uses the a and b values of the Gutenberg Richter relationship to approximate
the magnitude and frequency of future seismicity (McGuire, 1995). However, in
order for the Gutenberg Richter relationship to be well constrained, there needs to
be a suitable seismic record.
PSHA is the most used form of seismic hazard analysis, particularly for engi-
neering design (Bommer, 2002). However, a PSHA can be particularly challenging
when the seismological data for an area does not represent the long-term earthquake
history (Mosca et al., 2019; Abdrakhmatov et al., 2016). Namibia has a poorly con-
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strained history of seismicity as a result of it being a SCR as well as having very
few permanent seismometers and thus poor network coverage (Mangongolo and
Hutchins, 2008). Mosca et al. (2019) uses several DSHAs from palaeo-earthquakes
to inform the PSHA for another SCR, the Tien Shan. This approach aims to produce
a better seismic hazard analysis for regions with little seismological data. A deter-
ministic approach was taken for this study which was then compared to the hazard
map model produced by the Global Earthquake Model (GEM) using a PSHA.
Scenarios
The peak ground acceleration (PGA) was calculated for several single earthquake
scenarios using the OpenQuake engine. The first scenario was for the maximum
possible earthquake that could be produced by Hebron, assuming that the fault
scarp had formed in one event (Fig. 4.9). The second scenario was for an earthquake
magnitude that corresponds to the Hebron fault scarp being produced in two events,
i.e. with only half the slip on the same fault area as the first scenario.
The results of these scenarios were then compared to the current hazard map
for Namibia (Fig. 4.9A), this forms a part of the Eastern and Sub-Saharan Africa
Hazard model produced by GEM (Poggi et al., 2018). This hazard model was pro-
duced in 2018 for GEM by incorporating the smoothed seismicity method employed
by Poggi et al. (2017) with addition to other seismic data from southern Africa.
The GEM model used to compare to our scenarios is a hazard map with a return
period of 475 years, which corresponds to a 10% probability of exceedance in 50
years (Poggi et al., 2018).
The magnitudes of the earthquakes were calculated using equation M0 = µWLs
where µ is the shear modulus (3x1010 Pa), W is the down-dip width of the fault (20
km, calculated from the fault dip of 60◦ and seismogenic thickness of 17 km), L is the
fault length (45 km) and s is the slip on the fault plane (5.5 m for the first scenario
and 2.75 m for the second.). Both of the scenarios used the same ground motion
logic tree as was used by Poggi et al. (2018) for stable continental regions. The
GMPEs used in this logic tree were OpenQuakes’ AtkinsonBoore2011Modified2014
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Figure 4.9: (A) GEMs hazard map for southern Namibia, ground motion is displayed
as peak ground acceleration in units of g (Poggi et al., 2018).
(B) Average ground motion from 40 realizations of the first scenario, a MW 7.3
earthquake on the Hebron fault
(C) Average ground motion from 40 realizations for the MW 7.3 scenario if the
only GMPE used was AtkinsonBoore2011Modified2014. Note that the significant
difference between B and C is due to the different GMPE logic tree.
(D) Average ground motion from 40 realizations for the second scenario, a MW 7.1
earthquake on Hebron, the result of half the amount of slip measured on the fault.
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from Atkinson and Boore (2011) and PezeshkEtAl2011NEHRPBC from Pezeshk
et al. (2011) with a weighting of 0.5 for each of these equations. The difference
in ground motion fields between Fig. 4.9 B and C highlights the variability that
different GMPEs (and weightings) can have on the ground motion fields produced.
The scenarios were run for 40 realizations and the ground motion fields from these
realizations were then averaged (Fig. 4.9).
The scenarios described above would produce much more ground motion than is
expected for Namibia on the GEM model. This is because the GEM model includes
information about the seismic history of that region and thus the probability of
that area experiencing shaking exceeding the ground motion on the map within
a particular time frame (in the case of GEMs model, this is 50 years.) As the
seismic history of Namibia is poorly constrained, and the current seismicity is not
well instrumented (Mangongolo and Hutchins, 2008), any PSHA on the area will
produce low levels of seismic hazard. As slowly deforming regions do still experience
large earthquakes (Abdrakhmatov et al., 2016; Calais et al., 2016), deterministic
seismic hazard analyses, such as the scenarios above, can be useful to determine the
maximum amount of ground shaking that the area could experience. These DSHA
are particularly useful for areas where there are long recurrence intervals, due to
low strain rates, and a poor record of seismicity. DSHA thus allows policy makers
to be informed about the ’worst-case’ scenario (Bommer and Abrahamson, 2006),
in order to ensure that critical infrastructure be suitably protected. It should be
noted that a DSHA therefore provides a sensible approach to assess the potential
hazard, should an earthquake occur. However, DSHA relies on detailed information
about the local faults, which isn’t always available. Ideally, a combination of PSHA
and DSHA should be used (Mosca et al., 2019) which is what most building codes
require.
4.7 Future Work
The Hebron fault scarp poses the interesting problem of a potentially large (Mw 7.3)
normal earthquake in a stable continental region. The repeat period in areas of slow
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deformation such as SW Namibia may be on the order of tens of thousands of years.
Thus, due to the relative infrequency of these events, an effort should be made in
order to understand why and how they occur. How SCR events differ from their
inter-plate counterparts is potentially interesting and pivotal to better understand
what causes seismicity in SCRs. There are still several additional studies that can
be carried out on the Hebron fault. In particular, Quaternary dating methods could
be employed in order to determine when the fault ruptured and potentially find
information about multiple rupture events.
Proposals for further work on the Hebron fault include:
• Palaeoseismic trenching. If generations of sediments can be distinguished, this
may mean that there have been several earthquake events that formed the
scarp. With each new event forming a new sedimentary package on top of
the last as a result of pooling in the graben-like structure on the down-thrown
block. A potential trench site has been identified and permission has been
granted by the land owner.
• Quaternary dating techniques to better constrain the age of the fault
– Cosmogenic dating. The tops of quartz rich boulders and cobbles exposed
on abandoned alluvial fan surfaces were sampled for cosmogenic exposure
dating (utilizing 10Be and 26Al isotopes). Samples were taken on both
the up-thrown and down-thrown surfaces. As well as from a post-faulting
alluvial fan. This should determine an age for surfaces present before the
fault (up-thrown and down-thrown surfaces) as well as for a surface that
was formed after the faulting (post-faulting alluvial fan). Thus the age
of the scarp should fall somewhere between those dates.
– Samples of calcrete were also taken to be used in U-series dating. We
hypothesize that these calcretes were formed before the fault as they
are found throughout the older surfaces present. Thus this should pro-
vide another age for surfaces before the fault was formed - because these
features were formed secondary to the surface itself, they should yield
younger ages than the cosmogenic samples.
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Conclusions
A DEM of the Hebron Fault was produced from high-resolution, panchromatic
WorldView-3 satellite imagery using stereophotogrammetry. Prior to this study,
no study of fault scarps has used a DEM wholly comprised of WorldView-3 imagery.
The DEM produced was of sufficient quality for detailed geomorphological analysis,
with a cell resolution of 0.5 m and an absolute vertical accuracy of 0.27 m (Hu
et al., 2016). Additionally, the multi-spectral imagery was used to produce a map
of sedimentary packages. This DEM was used to make detailed geomorphological
analysis of the fault scarp. The main segments of the fault does not show any lateral
offsets, making it a pure dip-slip normal fault. This result is in agreement with that
of White et al. (2009). The scarp morphology varies along the length of the fault,
which appears to be due to the degree of calcretization. Highly calcretized sections
along the fault exhibit a sharp scarp and sections without calcretization are diffuse.
In addition, the scarp height is generally higher in calcretized sections as the rock is
more resistent to erosion. This, combined with the slip distribution, which follows
a clear arc (Fig. 3.19), is indicative that the scarp may have formed as a result of a
single earthquake.
While strain rate can be used to infer that multiple earthquakes could have
occurred on the fault, this is in part due to an assumption of both the strain rate as
well as the reactivation age of the fault. There are more lines of evidence that the
scarp was formed in a single event, namely the knickpoint analysis, slip distribution
and the fault expression in lithologies of different ages. Thus, the Hebron scarp
appears to be formed by a single large normal faulting earthquake within the SCR
of Namibia. Future work could include the dating of this event, in order to improve
and extend the record of seismicity in the area. This study also demonstrates that
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Matlab code: cross section function
1 f unc t i on [ v e r t o f f , moving mean , d i s t a l o n g f a u l t ] = c r o s s s e c t i o n ( f i l ename ,
p r o f i l e s p a c i n g )
2 % Function CROSS SECTION r equ i r e s a f i l e input in the form o f a t ab l e o f X (
ho r i z on t a l d i s t )
3 % and Z ( e l e v a t i o n ) va lue s in columns − p r e f e r ab l y from a . x lsx , . csv , . txt or . dat
f i l e .
4 %
5 %The func t i on p l o t s c r o s s s e c t i o n s f o r the t ab l e i n to i nd i v i dua l f i g u r e s
6 % I t a l s o c a l c u l a t e s a l i n e a r r e g r e s s i o n us ing l e a s t squares and
7 % p lo t s the a s s o c i a t ed l i n e o f bes t f i t on the same f i g u r e .
8
9 % NOTE: ensure that the coloumns in the f i l e are in the format : X, Z − t h i s can be
repeated any
10 % number o f t imes with add i t i ona l columns . Both un i t s should be the same ( i e : m)
11 % NB: x data should go from the lower s i d e o f the f a u l t ( i e x min ) to the h igher
12 t i c ;
13 T = readtab l e ( f i l ename ) ; % Creat ing a tab l e from a f i l e
14 A = tab l e2a r ray (T) ; % Convert ing to an array
15 v e r t o f f = [ ] ;
16 spac ing = p r o f i l e s p a c i n g ;
17 % Sp l i t t i n g the data in to two , r ep r e s en t i n g p lanes below ( lower ) and
18 % above ( upper ) o f the f a u l t plane
19 c o l = s i z e (A, 2 ) ;
20 z = 1 ; % s e t t i n g up x to change the f i g u r e number
and generate new f i g u r e s
21 f o r c = 1 : 2 : c o l
22 n = s i z e (A, 1 ) ;
23 lower = [ ] ;
24 upper = [ ] ;
25 Ax = rmmissing (A( 1 : end , c ) ) ; % read ing coloumns from array
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26 Ay = rmmissing (A( 1 : end , c+1) ) ;
27 MaxX = max(Ax) ;
28 s = s i z e (Ax) ;
29 f o r i i = 1 : s
30 i f Ax( i i ) <= 0.33∗MaxX && Ax( i i ) >= 0.1∗MaxX
31 lower = [ lower ; A( i i , : ) ] ;
32 e l s e i f Ax( i i ) >= 0.66∗MaxX && Ax( i i ) <= 0.9∗MaxX





38 % Linear Regres s ion
39 % Lower Plane
40 N = s i z e ( lower , 1 ) ; % Determine how many numbers
41 Xl = [ ones (N, 1 ) lower ( : , c ) ] ; % Fit to f ( x ) = m∗x + c
42 a l = (Xl . ’∗Xl ) \(Xl . ’∗ lower ( : , c+1) ) ;
43 c l = a l (1 ) ; % Y in t e r c e p t
44 ml = a l (2 ) ; % Gradient
45 x l = l i n s p a c e (min (Ax) , 0 . 5∗MaxX,100 ) ; % Ca lcu la t e l i n e o f bes t f i t
46 f l = ml∗ x l + c l ;
47 % Upper Plane
48 M = s i z e ( upper , 1 ) ; % Determine how many numbers
49 Xu = [ ones (M, 1 ) upper ( : , c ) ] ; % Fit to f ( x ) = m∗x + c
50 au = (Xu. ’∗Xu) \(Xu. ’∗ upper ( : , c+1) ) ;
51 cu = au (1) ; % Y in t e r c e p t
52 mu = au (2) ; % Gradient
53 xu = l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 5∗MaxX,max(Ax) ,100) ;
54 fu = mu∗xu + cu ;
55
56 % Find and remove o u t l i e r s
57 % Upper plane
58 f o r aa = s i z e ( upper , 1 )
59 i f upper ( aa , 2 ) > (mu∗upper ( aa , 1 ) + cu + 1) % Change value a f t e r cu to ad jus t
o u t l i e r
60 upper ( aa , : ) = [ ] ;
61 end
62 end
63 f o r aa = s i z e ( upper , 1 )
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64 i f upper ( aa , 2 ) > (mu∗upper ( aa , 1 ) + cu + 0 . 5 ) % Change value a f t e r cu to
ad jus t o u t l i e r
65 upper ( aa , : ) = [ ] ;
66 end
67 end
68 f o r aa = s i z e ( upper , 1 )
69 i f upper ( aa , 2 ) > (mu∗upper ( aa , 1 ) + cu + 0 . 1 ) % Change value a f t e r cu to
ad jus t o u t l i e r
70 upper ( aa , : ) = [ ] ;
71 end
72 end
73 % Lower plane
74 f o r aa = s i z e ( lower , 1 )
75 i f lower ( aa , 2 ) > (ml∗ lower ( aa , 1 ) + c l + 1) % Change value a f t e r cu to ad jus t
o u t l i e r
76 lower ( aa , : ) = [ ] ;
77 end
78 end
79 f o r aa = s i z e ( lower , 1 )
80 i f lower ( aa , 2 ) > (ml∗ lower ( aa , 1 ) + c l + 0 . 5 ) % Change value a f t e r cu to
ad jus t o u t l i e r
81 lower ( aa , : ) = [ ] ;
82 end
83 end
84 f o r aa = s i z e ( lower , 1 )
85 i f lower ( aa , 2 ) > (ml∗ lower ( aa , 1 ) + c l + 0 . 1 ) % Change value a f t e r cu to
ad jus t o u t l i e r




90 % Reca l cu l a t e the l i n e a r model without o u t l i e r s
91 fu250 = mu∗0 .5∗MaxX + cu ;
92 f l 2 5 0 = ml ∗0 .5∗MaxX + c l ;
93 % Upper
94 M = s i z e ( upper , 1 ) ; %Determine how many numbers
95 Xu = [ ones (M, 1 ) upper ( : , c ) ] ; %Fit to f ( x ) = m∗x + c
96 au = (Xu. ’∗Xu) \(Xu. ’∗ upper ( : , c+1) ) ;
97 cu = au (1) ; % Y in t e r c e p t
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98 mu = au (2) ; % Gradient
99 xu = l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 5∗MaxX,max(Ax) ,100) ;
100 i f mu < 0 % r e s e t s negat ive top s u r f a c e s to a 0 .1 degree s l ope
101 mu = 0 . 0017 ;
102 cu = ( fu250 − mu∗0 .5∗MaxX)− 0 .5∗MaxX∗ tand ( 0 . 1 ) ; % assuming c r o s s s e c t i o n i s
500m
103 end
104 fu = mu∗xu + cu ;
105 % Lower
106 N = s i z e ( lower , 1 ) ; % Determine how many numbers
107 Xl = [ ones (N, 1 ) lower ( : , c ) ] ; % Fit to f ( x ) = m∗x + c
108 a l = (Xl . ’∗Xl ) \(Xl . ’∗ lower ( : , c+1) ) ;
109 c l = a l (1 ) ; % Y in t e r c e p t
110 ml = a l (2 ) ; % Gradient
111 x l = l i n s p a c e (min (Ax) , 0 . 5∗MaxX,100 ) ; % Ca lcu la t e l i n e o f bes t f i t
112 i f ml < 0
113 ml = 0 . 0017 ;
114 c l = ( f l 2 5 0 − ml ∗0 .5∗MaxX) − 0 .5∗MaxX∗ tand ( 0 . 1 ) ;
115 end
116
117 f l = ml∗ x l + c l ;
118
119 % Calcu la te the v e r t i c a l o f f s e t
120 fu250 = mu∗0 .5∗MaxX + cu ;
121 f l 2 5 0 = ml ∗0 .5∗MaxX + c l ;
122 v e r t o f f = [ v e r t o f f fu250 − f l 2 5 0 ] ;
123 moving mean = movmean( v e r t o f f , 5 ) ; % Change the number a f t e r the o f f s e t
to change the moving mean window
124 d i s t a l o n g f a u l t = [ 0 : ( spac ing /1000) : ( spac ing /1000) ∗( l ength ( v e r t o f f )−1) ] ;
125
126 % Plot the r e s u l t s
127 f i g u r e ( z )
128 p lo t (Ax,Ay, ’−b ’ , xl , f l , ’−r ’ , xu , fu , ’−r ’ )
129 ax i s normal
130 x l ab e l ( ’ Hor i zonta l Distance (m) ’ ) ;
131 y l ab e l ( ’ E l evat ion (m) ’ ) ;
132 l egend ( ’ Sur face ’ , ’ Lower Plane ’ , ’ Upper Plane ’ ) ;
133 z = z +1;
134
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Compilation of slip-to-length ratios
Table E.1: Compilation of slip-to-length ratios
Name Location Tectonic Type Length Slip (m) Reference
Setting (km) Max Mean
Abant Turkey Interplate RL 40 1.65 0.55 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Alasehir
Valley
Turkey Interplate N 32 0.82 0.54 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Almyros Greece Interplate N 5 0.2 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Ancash Peru Interplate N 21 3.5 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Armenia USSR Interplate R - RL 25 2 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Assam India SCR R 110 25 Campbell et al. (2015)
Avezzano Italy Interplate N 20 2 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Bhuj India SCR R 30 10 Campbell et al. (2015)
Bingol Turkey Interplate LL 38 0.6 0.25 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Bob-
Tangol
Iran Interplate RL 12 0.3 0.12 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Bollnas Sweden SCR N 17 4.35 Stevens (2019)










Interplate RL 31 0.38 0.18 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Brawley USA,
CA
Interplate RL 10 0.2 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Bree Belgium SCR N 10 3 0.50 Vanneste et al. (2001)
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Burtrask Sweden SCR N 48 9.61 Stevens (2019)
Burtrask-
Bastutrask
Sweden SCR 60 10 Stewart et al. (2000)
Cadoux Australia Interplate R 15 1.5 0.50 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Caldiran Turkey Interplate RL 55 3.5 2.05 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)










Interplate RL 16 0.11 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Changma China Interplate R - LL 148 4 2.00 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Chenoua Algeria Interplate R 4 0.13 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
ConstantineAlgeria Interplate LL 4 0.12 0.10 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Corinth Greece Interplate N 19 1.5 0.60 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)





Interplate RL 14 0.15 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Cuzco Peru Interplate N 3 0.1 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Damxung China Interplate RL 90 12 8.00 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Daofu China Interplate LL 44 1.5 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Dasht-e-
bayaz
Iran Interplate LL 80 5.2 2.30 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Dhamer North
Yemen





Interplate RL - N 45 3.8 2.10 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Edgecumbe New
Zealand
Interplate N 18 2.9 1.70 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Egiin
Davaa
Mongolia SCR N 80 8.00 WAL15
El Asnam Algeria Interplate R 31 6.5 1.54 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
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El Centro USA,
CA





Interplate LL 10 0.23 0.20 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Erbaa Turkey Interplate RL - N 47 2 0.66 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Erzihean Turkey Interplate RL 360 7.5 1.85 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)

























Interplate RL 7 0.02 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Gediz Turkey Interplate N 41 2.8 0.86 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Glasgow New
Zealand
Interplate R - LL 2 0.52 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Gobi-
Altai
Mongolia Interplate LL 236 9.4 6.54 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Golbaf Iran Interplate R - RL 15 0.11 0.06 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Greenville USA,
CA
Interplate RL 6 0.03 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)





Interplate R - RL 15 4.6 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Hayward USA,
CA





Interplate N 27 6.1 2.14 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
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Interplate RL 4 0.1 0.05 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Huayta-
pallana





Interplate RL 60 5.9 1.50 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Ipak Iran Interplate R 99 0.8 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Ismunden-
Lillsjohogen
Sweden SCR N 18 4.26 Stevens (2019)
Isovaara-
Riikonkumpu
Sweden SCR N 49 1.68 Stevens (2019)
Izu-Oki Japan Interplate RL - R 6 0.48 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Izu-
Oshima
Japan Interplate RL 3 1 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Kalamata Greece Interplate N 15 0.18 0.15 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Kalannie Australia SCR R 1 0.45 Dawson et al. (2008)
Kanatan-
ning
Australia SCR R 1 0.256 0.22 Dawson et al. (2008)
Kansu China Interplate LL 220 10 7.25 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Kastamonu Turkey Interplate RL 280 1.9 0.57 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)





Interplate R - LL 57 3 0.60 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Killari India SCR R 1 0.7 Seeber et al. (1996)
Koli Iran Interplate LL - R 65 3.9 1.20 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Kurizan Iran Interplate RL - R 17 1.1 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Laikipia Kenya Interplate N 31 3.3 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Lainio Sweden SCR N 54 10.30 Stevens (2019)
Lainio-
Suijavaara
Sweden SCR R 55 30 Stewart et al. (2000)
Laisvall Sweden SCR N 14 4.16 Stevens (2019)
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Lancang-
Gengma
China Interplate RL 35 1.5 0.70 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Landers USA,
CA
Interplate RL 71 6 2.95 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Lansjarv Sweden SCR R 50 22 Stewart et al. (2000)
Lansjarv Sweden SCR N 37 6.80 Stevens (2019)
Lansjarv-
NS2
Sweden SCR N 66 6.33 Stevens (2019)
Lepsy KazakhstanSCR R - RL 120 14 8.00 Campbell et al. (2015)





Interplate RL 200 6.6 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Luhuo China Interplate LL 89 3.6 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Luzon Phillipines Interplate LL 120 6.2 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Machaze MozambiqueSCR N 35 2 Raucoules et al. (2010)
Managua Nicaragua Interplate LL 6 0.67 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Marryat
Creek
Australia Interplate R - LL 13 1.3 0.50 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Meckering Australia Interplate R - RL 36 3.5 0.90 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Meers USA,
OK
SCR LL 32 5.4 3.00 Crone and Luza (1990)
Merasjarvi Sweden SCR N 36 8.81 Stevens (2019)
Merasjarvi-
Lainio
Sweden SCR N 116 9.07 Stevens (2019)
Mogod Mongolia Interplate RL 40 1.3 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Motagua GuatemalaInterplate LL 235 3.4 2.60 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Mudurna
Valley
Turkey Interplate RL 80 2.6 1.63 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
NF1 Sweden SCR N 6 1.25 Stevens (2019)
NF2 NF3
NF4
Sweden SCR N 20 1.38 Stevens (2019)
Nobi Japan Interplate LL 80 8 5.04 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
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Nordmann-
vik
Norway SCR N 3 1 Stewart et al. (2000)
North Izu Japan Interplate LL -R 35 3.8 2.90 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
NS1a
NS1b
Sweden SCR N 14 2.54 Stevens (2019)
Oroville USA,
CA









Sweden SCR N 16 2.77 Stevens (2019)
Papazili Bulgaria Interplate N 50 3.5 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Paria-
huanca
Peru Interplate R 6 0.4 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Parkfield USA,
CA
Interplate RL 39 0.2 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Parvie Sweden SCR R 155 15 5.00 Lindblom et al. (2015)
Parvie Sweden SCR R 155 15 5.00 Lindblom et al. (2015)
Parvie1 Sweden SCR N 154 5.89 Stevens (2019)
Parvie3 Sweden SCR N 74 4.84 Stevens (2019)









Sweden SCR N 31 3.48 Stevens (2019)
Pirttimys Sweden SCR R 18 2 Stewart et al. (2000)
Pitaycachi Mexico Interplate N 75 4.5 1.90 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
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Interplate N 62 5.8 2.00 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Popayan Colombia Interplate SS/ N 1 0.01 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Qir-
Karzin






Interplate N 18 0.31 0.25 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Rikuu-
/Senya
Japan Interplate R 40 4.4 2.59 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Rojnoret Sweden SCR N 64 3.75 Stevens (2019)
Rudbar-
Tarom
Iran Interplate R - LL 80 0.95 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Ruostejarvi Sweden SCR N 4 3.83 Stevens (2019)










Interplate RL 432 6.1 3.30 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
San
Miguel
Mexico Interplate RL -R 22 0.9 0.50 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Sevetti Sweden SCR N 12 9.20 Stevens (2019)
Sikano Japan Interplate RL 5 1.5 0.50 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)




Sweden SCR N 61 1.86 Stevens (2019)
Skopje Yugoslavia Interplate LL - N 6 0.1 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)




Italy Interplate N 38 1.15 0.64 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
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Stillwater USA,
Nevada
Interplate N 34 0.76 0.45 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
StouragurraNorway SCR R 80 7 Stewart et al. (2000)
Suasseelka Finland SCR R 48 5 Stewart et al. (2000)
Suasselka Sweden SCR N 76 1.59 Stevens (2019)
Suors-
apakka










Interplate RL 27 0.9 0.54 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Tabas-e-
Golshan
Iran Interplate R 85 3 1.50 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Tainan Taiwan Interplate RL 12 2.1 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Tango Japan Interplate LL - R 14 3 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Tangshan China Interplate RL 10 3 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Tapti India SCR R 45 14 Copley et al. (2014)
Tennant
Creek
Australia Interplate R 10 1.3 0.63 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Tennant
Creek
Australia Interplate R 16 1.9 0.93 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Tennant
Creek
Australia Interplate R - LL 7 1.17 0.60 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
ThessalonikiGreece Interplate N 19 0.22 0.08 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Tonghai China Interplate RL 48 2.7 2.10 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Ungava Canada SCR R 10 2 0.80 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Ustukran Turkey Interplate RL 9 0.3 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Vaalajarvi Sweden SCR N 8 2.28 Stevens (2019)
Varto Turkey Interplate RL 30 0.4 0.15 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
Venejarvi Sweden SCR N 18 4.52 Stevens (2019)
Wuqai China Interplate R 15 1.55 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
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Yuli-
Juisu
Taiwan Interplate LL - R 43 2.1 Wells and Coppersmith (1994)
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